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ABSTRACT 
A study of the drying of Buna-S in crumb form 
(designated as GR-S) is presented in which investigations 
of vacuum and air drying are made. The drying character-
istics are presented and the effect of drying on the 
quality is evaluated. 
Vs.cuum drying is investigated using a shelf and 
xiii 
a rota.ry type u.nit. The individual effects of temperature, 
vacuum, thickness of crumb layer, and size of crumb parti-
cles are studied. Data are correlated by meane of drying 
rate curves. Comparisons of the effects of the varia.bles 
are made using these curves. 
Air drying is studied by the use of a shelf unit 
with air blowing across the crumb. Air drying also is 
investigated with air directed through the bed of crumb. 
The variables studied are: temperature, humidity, air 
velocity, thickness of crumb layer, size of crumb, and 
Shrinkage of the crumb during drying. 
The results are presented as drying rate curves 
and compa.risons are made showing the effect of variables. 
A study of the tempera.ture of the rubber during 
drying is presented showing the trend as the moisture con-
tent changes. 
The quality of the dried rubber is determined by 
means of an evaluation of the "gel" content. The gel con-
tent is defined as the per cent of the rubber insoluble in 
benzene. The results of several studies of the effect 




At the outset of the present war the United States 
undertook to produce synthetic elastomers to replaoe natural 
rubber supplies which were unavailable. Because of its 
known qualities and possibilities for replacing natural 
rubber in automobiles and truck tires, Buna-S rubber was 
chosen to be produced on a large scale. This material is a 
copolymer ot styrene and butadiene, which resembles natural 
rubber in appearance as well as in processing methods and 
uses. At the time there was little technical information 
available on the produotion and processing of this material. 
The drying ot the rubber was one of the many problems 
requiring serious attention tor the successful execution ot 
the rubber program. At the request of the Otfice ot the 
Rubber Director ot the War Production Board, a research pro-
ject for the studying ot the drying of synthetic rubber 
(designated as GR-S) was undertaken in the Department ot 
Chemical Engineering ot the University ot Louisville. The 
methods, results, and conclusions of this research are pre-
sented in this thesis. 
The investigation ot drying was divided into 
several main groups and these studied separately: (a) 
vacuum~drying, (b) air drying, (c) rotary vacuum drying, 
and (d) quality evaluation by gel determination. 
With the investigation of the vacuum drying, the 
authors anticipated that it would be possible to explain 
more completely the drying mechanism. This antiCipation 
2 
was based upon the assumption that with vacuum drying pro-
cedures it would be possible to vary the total pressure as 
well 8.S the temperature at which the drying would occur. In 
8,ddi tion to these variations it was also possible to change 
the thickness and the bulk gravity of the cake dried. The 
observations of such experiments could be applied to the 
study and the determination of the drying mechanism. 
The uniformity of the GR-S rubber was investigated 
because of the realization that wide variation in the 
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material being dried would render doubtful the results of dry-
ing studies. 
Air drying was studied, and the individual effect 
on the drying rate of temperature, humidity, particle size, 
air velocity, and thickness of layer dried was determined. 
In the study of the drying, it was recognized as 
desirable to learn the effect of the various procedures on 
the quality of the dried product. An evaluation of the 
properties of the dried rubber was made by means of a deter-
mination of the gel content by a differential solubility 
method. Samples dried by standard plant driers (plant built 
to plans developed by a committee of engineers from four 
rubber compt;mies) as well as by laboratory driers were inves-
tiga.ted with respect to gel content. The effect of tempera-
ture and time of drying on the gel content was studied using 
the various methods of drying already stated. Other studies 
of gel formation were made in an effort to learn the 
susceptibility of the rubber to gel formation as related to 
the drying conditions. With such information, desirable 
drying conditions could be established. 
Some studies were made merely to obtain ba.ckground 
information of the drying characteristics of the GR-S rubber. 
By far the greater portion of the work was to establish 
optimum drying conditions. 
All rubber used in these stUdies was obtained from 
the Louisville B. F. GOOdrich Rubber Company Plant or the 
National SynthetiC Rubber Corporation Plant. These samples 
were in crumb form and were obtained from the Jeffery mill 




Early in 1942 the War Production Board started the 
tirst ot the present series ot research projects on subjects 
covering the entire field ot synthetic rubber. This program 
was the tirst intensive study ot this subject to receive much 
attention. Natural rubber previously had been available in 
sufficient quantities to discourage much progress in 
synthetic materials. 
Figure 1 shows the flow sheet tor the production ot 
GR-S rubber. The process consists of mixing three parts ot 
butadiene with one part ot styrene with seven parts ot soap 
solution to form an emulsion. Polymerization takes place in 
a glass lined vessel. At the proper stage, the batch is 
torced by its own pressure to a blowdown tank where the reac-
tion is arrested. This material, termed Latex, is then 
passed to flash tanks, to remove unreacted butadiene, and 
then to strippers to remove the unreacted styrene. It is 
then pumped to a large blending tank where several batches 
are mixed to obtain uniformity. Latex is passed into cream-
ing tanks where brine is added, next in to a, coagulation 
tank, and then into a soap conversion tank where, upon 
addition ot aCid, the soap in the rubber is changed to fatty 
acid. The coagulation occurs when the protective colloid 
(the soap) is converted to a fa,tty acid. The rubber, in 
crumb form is separated trom the solution on an Oliver 
tilter where it is washed by sprays. The crumb is pressed 
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by squeeze rolls on the Oliver filter to reduce the moisture 
content and then taken by belt conveyor to the disintegrator 
from which it passes into the drier. After passing through 
the drier the crumb is compressed into 75 pound blocks and 
shipped. 
One of the first projects sponsored by the War 
Production Board was one carried out by p. M. Lindstedt (2) 
in his study of GR-S drying. His first progress report 
covers construction of a steam cleaning device for the 
flight conveyors in the drier, a study of temperature lower-
ing on the drying of the crumb, tests on a water solution 
of Aquarex D (sodium salts of 8ulfate mono-esters of higher 
fatty alcohols) for preventing rubber to metal adhesion in 
the drier, and experiments on air seal baffles for flight 
sections. Following this at one and two months respectively 
were his second and third reports, in which he made his 
further recommendations for a dip tank and transfer device 
to prevent rubber to metal adhesion. Recommended also ~as 
a steam jet for preventing fines from clogging up the flight 
openings. Further research (5) showed the best conditions 
for the operation of a Sargent double deck drier. The con-
ditions recommended were a drying time of one hour and 25 
minutes on the upper flight and 35 minutes on the lower and 
a uniform feed rate to produce a cake 2 inches thick. 
Further proposals for work included test flights of non-


























FIG. I , CD 
build-up of crumb on air seal baffles. 
The problema encountered in the drying of GR-S 
crumb stressed the ned for fundamentaY facts on the charac-
teristics of GR-S drying. This was the object of the next 
project brought forth. Again P. M. Lindstedt (6) was the 
pioneer in obtaining these data, this time on a small labora-
tory unit. His drier was described in his second drying 
report (7). He investigated the variab1ea--humidity of cir-
culating air, stock temperature, and air velocity. These 
data, along with his recommendatlons for further study, were 
reported in three progress reports to the War Production 
Board (6,7,8). As his investigatlons progressed, other 
factors, such as crumb size, proved to be important. 
In order to obtain information that could be 
applied to plant operatlon, N. Timenes (13) experimented with 
a slng1e pass drier. He investigated the same fectors that 
Lindstedt (5) used in his studies. One investigation was on 
the flow of air up through the crumb, contrary to the usual 
downward flow. In his experimentatlon, Timenes found, a.s 
had Lindstedt, that the crumb would be case hardened (harden-
ing of the outer crust) if temperatures too hlgh and 
humidities too low were employed at the start of the drying. 
At the same time further data were being compiled 
for a three pass drier as used in a standard plant. C. G. 
strowe (12) of the U. S. Rubber Co. reported on air circula- . 
tion, tempers,tures, humidities, pressure drops, and steam 
9 
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consumption for a three pass drier. His work, though not 
reported as conclusive, made it clear that further study 
would show that lower drying temperatures could be used with 
no reduction in drier capacity. Proper regulation of the 
flue dampers was recommended for more efficient drying. His 
most serious problem was the constant attention required for 
the feed mechanism for the drier. 
Other subjects related to drying were investigated: 
opera.tlons preceeding and following the drying operation. 
There were projects on butadiene and styrene; studies of 
stability, density, viscosity, and heat transfer character-
istics of GR-S; studies of equilibrium vapor compositions 
over GR-S lattices; and determinations of weight losses in 
packaged GR-S rubber. 
In order to provide precise characterization of 
the GR-S polymer a method of determining the solubility of 
the ~lbber was developed. The method developed consisted of 
allowing the rubber to be in intimate contact with a solvent 
under stagnant conditions for a period of time sufficient to 
dissolve the soluble portion of the sample. The solution was 
then drained through screens with openings sufficiently small 
to retain the microgel. It waS recognized that a very wea.k 
microgel was produced in the solution, and if it were not 
properly separated' from the solution it would yield. erratic 
results. The results of this determination would indicate 
the extent of molecular cross linkage since solubility is 
influenced by cross linkage and only slightly by chain length. 
A method of extraction of the soluble rubber was d.eveloped 
by Baker and Mullen (10) of the Bell Telephone Laboratories 






Drying is defined as the removal of water from a 
system or structure when the amount of wa.ter prpsent is 
comparatively small. The methods of d.rying are many and. 
varied but by far the most important is vaporization. This 
involves vaporizing the water and in this form separating 
it from the structure of whlch it formed a part. If air or 
some other inert gas is used to carry away the water vapor 
formed, the process is called air drying. If the vapor 1.s 
pessed to a condenser, a pump being employed to maintain a 
pressure less than atmospheric in the apparatus, the process 
is called vacuum drying. 
It is first necessary to consider the mechanism 
of evaporation of a liquid into a gas such as water into 
air. It must further be recognized that evaporation is a 
diffusional process and that between the liquid and gas 
phases there exists an interfacial film which offers resist-
ence to the transfer of material between phases. The 
diffusion equation for transfer of material from the liquid 
to the vapor phase (11) is 
NA = (1) 
where NA = mols of rna terial transferred per uni t area per 
unit time. 
o = diffusion constant 
-
13 
P - total pressure 







effective film thickness 
pe,rtial pressure of vapor at the interface 
partial pressure of the diffusing vapor in the 
main gas stream 
PBNI = mee,n partial pressure of non-diffusing gas 
Since for anyone process 0, P, R, and T are constant they 




This states that the rate of diffusion or transfer of 
material between phases is proportional to the difference 
in pressure between that exerted by the water at tempera-
ture T and the partial pressure of the water in the gas. 
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This difference is termed the driving force and is a function 
of temperature and humidity. The equation also states that 
the diffusion is inversely proportional to the "effective 
film thickness". The film thickness is dependent on tempera-
ture, air velocity, and the nature and condition of the 
materials involved. These dependencies then make the rate 
of diffusion a function of temperature, humidity, air 
velocity, and condition of the materiel. 
In the study of drying of GR-S crumb, the nature 
and condition of the material are set within accepted limits 
and only the other variables will be discussed. The crumb 
is formed by acid. coa.gula.tion of a dispersion of colloida.l 
particles. The resulting material is quite porous and, 
cons~quently, traps much water in the voids between the 
minute particles. This water is termed "unbound water" and 
being uncombin~d, exerts its full vB.por pressure. 
The transfer of moisture from the interior of a 
single crumb particle into the drying medium surrounding it 
involves two steps: first, the transfer of the moisture as 
either liquid or vapor through the particle to the surface; 
s.nd second, the trs.nsfer of water va.por from the surfa.ce of 
the particle into the main stream of the drying air. 
Consider a wet crumb particle in a drying medium. 
It is assumed that the temperature of the crumb is less than 
the tempera,ture of the drying medium. This being true, 
sensible heat is immediately tra.nsferred to the wet crumb 
resulting in an increased temperature and vapor pressure of 
the water. The driving force is then increased to a value 
such that diffusion will take place through the air film. 
The concentration of water at the surface is thus lowered 
causing diffusion of water through the particle to the 
surface. 
It is possible that, for a time, liquid moisture 
will diffuse to the surface at a rate equal to that of the 
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evaporation from the surface. If this process occurs the 
evaporation and liquid diffusion attain an equilibrium, and 
the temperature of the particle will approach the wet bulb 
temperature of the medium. This period of drying is called 
the "constant rate" period. As the mOisture content of the 
particle is diminished, a pOint is reached at which the 
power of the particle to deliver moisture to the surface 
becomes less than that of the medium to evaporate such 
water. This causes the pla.ne of vaporization to move from 
the surface to the interior of the particle. This plane 
approaches the center of the particle as the drying 
progresses. Once the plane of vaporiz.ation sta"rts to move 
towa,rd the interior, the drying rate begins to diminish, 
and the "falling rate" period begins. Drying ends when the 
driving force becomes too small to cause diffusion. This 
discontinuance occurs when the vapor pressure of the water 
in the particle is approximately equal to the partial 
pressure in the medium. 
Consider the drying mechanism for ~l layer of crumb 
pa.rticles two inches deep. Assume that the drying medium is 
hot air under reduced pressure. Here the partial pressure 
of the water in the air is reduced; therefore the driving 
force is effectively increased. Evaporation takes pla.ce at 
the surface of the layer, and diffusion of the liquid begins 
in the crumb when particles which are at the surface are in 
contact with the medium. As the evaporation proceeds, the 
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surface is dried since very little liquid water is brought 
by diffusion to the surface because of the definite parti-
cle nature of the crumb and the many voids thus produced 
(1. e. large quanti ties of liquid proba.bly do not diffuse 
through voids between particles). Therefore, drying pro-
ceeds under the surface only as the temperature pls.ne moves 
inward. The drying rate of the individual particles would 
be increased by reduced pressure although that of the whole 
mayor ma.y not. This rate would depend upon the speed with 
which the temperature of the whole layer was increased as 
well as the magnitude of the increased rate because of 
reduced pressure. With this type of drying, the rate is 
increased by increasing temperature and vacuum. It is 
ordins.rily possible to effect drying of materials under 
reduced pressure at lower temperatures than with other 
methods. This factor is important depending upon the nature 
of the material. With rotary vacuum drying, each crumb 
particle is subjected to the direct heating effect of the 
medium and the rate of drying therefore would be increased 
by a consequent increase of evaporation ares. and by reduced 
pressure for the particle, as well as the entire mass. 
Under similar temperature and pressure conditions the drying 
rate produced with rotary drying is greater than with shelf 
drying. 
Suppose, instead of reduced pressure, the heating 
medium be changed to hot air at atmospheric pressure blown 
across the surface of the crumb layer, other conditions the 
17 
same. Since the total pressure is greater in this case than 
with vacuum drying, the partial pressure of the water vapor 
in the air when saturation is not attained is likewise 
greater, and the effective pressure gradient is decreased. 
However, the coefficient K, in equation (2) is a film 
coefficient for diffusion dependent on the film thickness. 
Any influence ths.t tends to change the film thickness will 
cause some change in the coefficient. For example, if the 
film thickness is halved, the coefficient K will be doubled 
as will the mols of material transferred, N". It has been 
shown that air velocity has a marked effect on this film 
thickness. The coefficient K and likewise the heat transfer 
coefficient vs.ry ss the 0.8 power of the air velocity. This 
is equivs.lent to increasing the rate of drying during the 
cons~ant rate period in direct proportion to the increase in 
these film coefficients. During the falling rate period, 
however, the air film resistance is only a part of the total 
resistance to both diffusion and flow of heat, so that as 
the zone of vaporization penetrates more deeply into the 
SOlid, the improvement in the air film coefficient becomes 
of less and less relative importance. If the wet bulb 
temperature of the air and its velocity are fixed, but the 
humidity of the air is varied, the effect is to vary the 
partial pressure (PG ) and -to vary the gradient driving force 
(P, -PG ) proportiona tely • 
With this type drying, as in vacuum drying, the 
evaporation is cB.rried on at the surface of the layer first. 
18 
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As the drying proceeds the temperature plane and evaporating 
plene move inward thus causing diffusion and. heat transfer 
to be carried out through the entire thickness of the layer 
up to the end of the drying. 
Recalling that a layer of GR-S crumb contains me~ny 
voids through which liquid diffusion is slight or impossible, 
it is evident that the drying rate is hampered where evapora-
tion is from the surface of the layer. It is also to be 
noted that the drying of a single crumb particle would be 
more rapid tha.n the drying of a layer. This circumstance, 
of course, is due to the fact tha.t heat is supplied directly 
to all surfaces of the particle and more area of diffusion 
1s possible. Further, with more air sweeping across the 
surface, the driving force would be greatly increased accord-
ing to the foregoing discussion. 
If the conditions remain unchanged but the direc-
tion of air flow be changed so that air pe,sses through the 
crumb layer, the situation approaches the drying of a particle. 
Every particle is in contact with the hot air and 
is heated to the wet bulb temperature rapidly. The heat 
transfer in this case is only across an air film where the 
coefficient is less them that through the crumb. The air, 
circula ting around each particle cB.rries B.way the vapor as 
it forms and thus maintains the maximum pressure gradient. 
In the previously mentioned drying methods both heat and 
vapor had to be transmitted through the layer. Furthermore 
the improvement in the air film coefficients caused by 
increased air velocity retains its importance throughout the 
drying operation. The drying rate is increased by the air 
going through the layer for these reasons: (a) drying is 
effected on all the particles from the start; (b) liquid 
diffusion and heat transfer area are increased greatly; 
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(c) the distance the liquid must diffuse to the evaporating 
surface is decreased t~ the effective radius of the particle; 
and (d) the distance sensible heat must be transferred is 
likewise shortened. 
Graphical plots of the drying rates of a material 
may be derived from the plots of mOisture content-time data 
taken during drying. The slopes are tabulated with the 
corresponding moisture contents, the data may be plotted to 
give the drying rate curve. The tangents a.re determined 
from the normals to the curve which can be constructed 
accurately. Two glass rods when placed across the curve, 
produce a straight line when looking down upon them only 
when they are parallel to the normal. Thus by rolling away 
one rod the normal may be drawn using the remaining rod as 
a straight edge. 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
The procedures used in the ana.lytical work are 
for the most part standard procedures with modifications, 
where necessary, to make them applicable to the study. 
The following analyses were made on the crumb a.s 
received: 
1. Moisture content (initial moisture content as 
well as moisture content during drying) 
21 
2. Salt content (calculated from chloride determi-
nations as NaCI) 
3. Fatty acid content (calculated as myristic 
acid) 
4. True specific gravity 
5. Bulk specific gravity. 
In the vacuum drying study, the moisture content 
of the crumb as drying proceeds was determined by weighing 
in a 50 mI. tared weighing bottle, the samples of crumb, 
taken periodically and plaCing the bottle, with top removed, 
into a laboratory vacuum over (see Figure 2). The oven was 
adjusted to approximately 700 C. and 27 inches of mercury 
vacuum. The samples to be dried were allowed to remain in 
the oven at these conditions for a minimum of three hours 
or until constant weight was obtained. Under these circum-
stances, consistent results were obtained ra.pidly without 
subjecting the crumb to thermal conditions that would change 
its structure materially. The difference between the 
weights betore and atter the drying represented the water 
lost. Moisture content was calculated by dividing the 
water lost on dry1ng by the final weight (dry weight). 
This gave units 01' pounds 01' water per pound 01' dry 
material. 
The moisture content tor the rotary vacuum drier 
runs was obtained by blowing heated air across the samples 
which were secured in tared halt pint mason jars. 
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For the air drying with air across the cake, the 
initial moisture content 01' the total amount run was 
determined. The initial sample was placed in a tared weigh-
ing bottle and weighed wet. It was then dried and reweighed. 
The bottle tare weight was subtracted trom the total wet 
and total dry weight to obtain wet and dry sample weights. 
The ditterence of sample wet weight and sample dry weight 
was the water lost during drying. The moisture content, 
expressed as pounds of water per pound of dry material, was 
calculated by dividing the water lost during drying by the 
dry sample weight. 
The total sample, in a tared plastic box, ws.S 
weighed at the beginning of the run and at 30 minute inter-
vals until the sample reached constant weight. The dry 
weight of the total sample was obtained by first, subtract-
ing the container tare weight from the initial total wet 
weight, and then dividing this difterence by one plus the 
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weigh1ngs were used to determ1ne the mo1sture content at 
that part1cular time by subtracting the total weight of dry 
mater1al from the weight of wet crumb at each interval. 
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This d1fference was the amount of water still in the crumb 
sample, and divided by the total dry we1ght, was the moisture 
content in the proper units. 
The method for the moisture content determinations 
w1 th air through the ca.ke was simile.r to that for drying 
with air across the cake in that they both were computed 
using the entire sample. The sample was placed in the 
screen bottom drying tray and an initial weighing taken (see 
EXPERIMENTAL OF AIR DRYING--AIR THROUGH THE CRUMB LAYER). 
Weighings were then taken at small time intervals until the 
rubber was dry, indicated by constant weight readings. This 
final total dry weight, subtracted from the periodic we1gh-
ings, gave the amount of water still present at that 
weighing. These differences, divided by the sample dry 
weight, (difference between the total dry weight and the con-
tainer tare we1ght) were moisture contents in pounds of water 
per pound of dry material. 
In the determination of the salt (NaCl) content, 
a sample (approximately 5 GM.) of the wet crumb was weighed 
out and placed in a 125 mI. erlenmeyer flask. The crumb was 
covered with ethyl alcohol and allowed to stand 30 minutes. 
The samples were titrated with O.IN silver nitrate solution 
to potassium chromate end-point. The salt content was 
calculated as sodium chloride. 
, 
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For the fa.tty acid determination, a sample of 
the wet crumb (approximately 5 GM.) was weighed out, placed 
in a 125 mI. erlenmeyer flask. The crumb was covered with 
ethyl alcohol and after standing for 30 minutes was 
titrated with O.IN sodium hydroxide solution to phenol-
phthalein end-point. The results were calculated as 
myristic acid. 
The true specific gravity was determined by weigh-
ing a selected sample (1 to 2 GM.) of the wet crumb into a 
~ared 50 mI. specific gravity bottle. Individual particles 
of crumb about 1/8 in. in di8lD.eter were used. To this 
bottle containing the crumb was added approximately 25 mI. 
of distilled water. The bottle was then placed in a vacuum 
dessicator and subjected to as Iowa total pressure as 
obtains.ble with B. laboratory aspirator. This operation was 
conducted at room temperature for I to It hours. Then the 
bottle was completely filled with distilled water, the top 
inserted, and the filled bottle weighed. From the differ-
ence in weights the true specific gravity was calculated 
on the basis of the density of the water equal to one. 
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The bulk specific gravity was calculated from the 
weight and volume of the sample used in the drying experi-
ments. The weight per cubic foot of the crumb was calculated, 
and this value was divided by the density of water in 
appropriate units. 
With the exception of the moisture content 
determinations made on the crumb during the drying experiwents, 
26 




The vacuum drying study of the GR-S crumb was 
initially carried out in a small laboratory cabinet type 
V8.cuum dryer (see Figure 2). The dryer was electrict:dly 
heated and thermostatically controlled. The temper8,ture 
ra.nge was up to about 3000 0., and the vacuum, at con-
tinuous operation of the pump, was about 29.0 inches ot 
mercury. In order to obtain the proper vacuum, either 
air could be bled into the system or the oven could be 
exhausted to the proper vacuum and then the valves closed. 
Both systems had their difficulties; the former was hard 
to adjust, and the latter tended to tall ott. The small 
vacuum pump of the oil submerged type was belt driven by a 
small motor. The oven and the pump were connected through 
a catch all, consisting ot a standard vacuum bottle. The 
size of the oven limited the sample to about 10-20 GM. 
Later studies were carried out in a semi-
commercial cabinet type drier (see Figure 3). The drier 
accommod8,ted galvanized iron trays 20 inches square by 
1 inch deep. The shelves were steam heated and spaced so 
closely (2 3/8 inches) that heating was produced by radia-
tion as well as conduction through the entire area of the 
bottom of the tray. The temperature we.s controlled by the 
steam pressure varying from 0 to 50 psi. gage within the 





middle, and bottom of the "cake" of rubber crumb were 
obtained by copper-constantan thermocouples in conjunction 
with a direct reading Leeds and Northrop potentiometer. 
'rhe temperature of the air space was obta.ined by a thermo-
meter through an opening in the center of the door. The 
vacuum pump was a rotary, sliding V8"ne type pump connected 
to the drier through a water cooled condenser and was 
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capable of exhausting to 29 inohes of mercury. 
To obtain a more nearly complete view of vacuum 
drying, 8" small commercia.l rotary vacuum drier (see Figure 4) 
was opers"ted under several conditions. This dryer consisted 
of a horizontal cylinder, equipped with steam tubes, capable 
of rotation about its horizontal longitudinal axis. The 
drum of the dryer was rotated in one direction for 3600 , 
then in the opposite direction for 3600 at the rate of 2 rpm. 
The vacuum W8,S applied through a water cooled cond~nser by 
means of a Nash Hytor, pulling a maximum of 29.0 inches of 
mercury. The desired vacuum was maintained by continuous 
use of the pump, with continuous bleeding of air at the 
drainage of the condenser. The material to be dried was 
charged through a port in the side of the drum. Although 
the maximum steam pressure was only 5 psi. gage, the 
apparatus was so installed that a vacuum could. be applied to 





















































The crumb to be dried was crumbled so that a 
uniform depth could be obtained, and placed in a tray. The 
trays were placed in the vacuum drier and thermocouples 
inserted in the cake at top, middle, and bottom. The 
proper conditions were secured and samples were taken at 
half hour intervals. These samples, along with an initial 
sample of crumb as received, were weighed, dried, and 
reweighed to obtain data for moisture content-time curves. 
Just preceding each sampling to avoid errors the va.cuum, 
steam pressure, and temperatures were read. 
In some early runs on thickness of cake and bulk 
specific gravity, the amount of materia.l run was so small 
that thermocouples could not be used. In these instances 
the temperature designation was that of the air space above 
the crumb. For these small trays, moisture content-time 
data were obtained by weighing the entire tray on an 
analytical balance every half hour. Final dry weight was 
subtracted from each weighing to find the amount of water 
present at that time. 
For each run, when the drier of Figure 3 was used 
the tray was tared and weighed full of rubber just before 
pla.cing it in the oven. It was weighed again at the com-
pletion of the run. 
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The cake was examined after the run to determine 
the amount and manner of drying as shown by the crumb color, 
manner of shrinkage, tackiness, and any other conditions 
brought about by the temperature and Vlilcuum. 
33 
A larger sample--about 75-100 GM.--of the dried 
rubber was saved from each run for gel content determinations. 
34 
ROTARY DRIER 
In operating the rotary drier, approximately 
20 pounds of GR-S crumb, as received, was pla.ced in the drum. 
Previously the drum had been brought to operating conditions 
using 5 psi. gage steam. Rotation was started and the 
proper vacuum adjusted. Samples for moisture content 
determinations were secured at half hour intervals. The 
crumb was immediately placed in a tared air tight mason jar. 
The mo1sture content of each sample was determined by the 
a1r drying method descr1bed 1n the analyt1ca~1 procedure. 
RESULTS 
The vacuum data for the curves in this section 
are presented in tabular form in the appendix. In each 
table the wet weight is secured by subtracting the bottle 
tare weight from the total wet weight; the dry weight, by 
subtracting the tare weight from the total dry weight. 
The difference between the wet sample weight and the dry 
sample weight gives the amount of water lost from the 
sample. The moisture content expressed as pounds of 
water per pound of dry material is calculated by dividing 
the water lost by the dry weight. 
The data for the drying rate curves were obtained 
from the moisture content curves. This was done by drawing 
normals to these curves at regular moisture content inter-
vals and evaluating the slope of these lines. The tangents 
of the curves were eVB .. luated from these normals giving the 
drying rate as pounds of water per pound of dry material 
per hour for the whole cake. To obtain the rate as pounds 
of water per square foot per hour the rate was multiplied 
by the total weight and divided by the cake area. 
The first investigation was a series of runs at 
different vacuums varying the temperatures at each vacuum. 
The vacuums were 10, 15, 20, and 25 inches of mercury with 
a temperature spread sufficient to cover plant drier 
temperatures (160oF. to 200oF.). These data were first 
plotted showing the effect of variation of temperature on 
35 
the drying rate, with the vacuum held constant (see Figures 
5, 9, 15, and 21). The temperature rise for the top, 
36 
bottom, and middle of the cake during drying was pl'otted for 
each run. In order to show the effect of va.cuum, the curves 
were grouped for sml;t1l temperature ranges. These were 54-58, 
60-67, and 70-83 degrees C. (see Figures 26, 28, and 30). 
The drying rate curves are compared in the semeway. 
The next investigations were the determine.tions of 
the relation of bulk specific gravity and cake thickness to 
the drying rate. Since all these runs were made simUl-
taneously, the variations within the drier were negligible 
and both temperature and vacuum were constant. All data were 
plotted on the same axes for moisture content-time represen-
tation. In order to show the effect of bulk gravity and cake 
thickness, the drying rates for each variable were plotted 
separe.tely (see Figures 33 and 34). 
The various data for the rotary drier were computed 
as for the Shelf drier. Because of the limited range of 
temperatures available, runs were carried out at 5 psi. gage 
steam pressure. The vacuums used, as shown in Figures 35, 
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The moisture content-time curves indicate that 
these methods, shelf vacuum drying and rotary vacuum drying, 
required a drying period too long for any practica.l value 
except a study of the drying characteristics. By sampling 
at not too frequent intervals suffioiently accurate da.ta 
were obtained to show the effect of tempera.ture of drying, 
of vacuum for drying, of bulk specific gravity, of thickness 
of cake, and of type of vacuum drying on the drying rate 
curves. 
All the drying rate curves (see Figures 6, 10, 16, 
and 22) for a constant vacuum show that the value of the 
constant rate period increases as the nomina.l temperature 
increases. Comparison of Figures 6 and 22 show that at a 
higher vacuum, lower temperatures produced higher rates, 
indicating that tbe drying rate may be more sensitive to 
temperature than vacuum. 
The time-temperature plots of the temperature 
measurements made prior to each sampling show an interesting 
phenomenon. The curves indica.te the t in nearly every case 
part of the drying occurred at some temperature which might 
be called the constant rate temperature--the level portion 
of the curve before the steep rise (see Figures 19 and 20). 
As soon as the critical moisture content wa.s reached the 
trend was toward higher temperatures. For the runs shown 
by Figures 15, 16, 19, and 20, that pOint occurred after 
about two hour's time when the moisture content was about 
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0.075 to 0.125 pounds of water per pound of dry material. 
The time-temperature plots show a break about two hours 
after the beginning of the run, thereby coinciding with 
the break in the corresponding rate curve. 
From these results it appears that the tempera-
ture of the crumb is going to remain at this constant rate 
temperature until the falling rate period of the drying is 
attained. When the falling rate is attained, the plane of 
evaporation (see THEORY--DRYING STUDIES) starts to move 
into the crumb layer. When this plane has passed through 
an amount of rubber leaving it dry, the temperature of that 
rubber starts to rise more rapidly. Thus the rubber at the 
top of the layer would reach the temperature of the heating 
medium sooner. This idea is upheld by the time-temperature 
curves, which show thB.t the curve for the rubber nearest 
the top of the layer rises first, then that for the middle, 
and finally that for the bottom of the cake. 
The drying rate curves of Figures 27, 29, and 31 
give an index of the trend of the drying rates as the 
vacuum is varied and the temperature is held within rather 
narrow limits. These three figures might seem to indicate 
some discrepancies in trends; for in Figures 27 and 31 there 
is a displacement i.e., a lesser vacuum seems to have given 
a higher rate. However, referring to the drying rate curves 
at constant vacuu~ it is readily apparent that a discrepancy 
occurs only at a higher vacuum. 
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The curve showing the variation of rate with a 
cha.nge in the bulk gravity (Figure 33) was constructed in 
an attempt to study the rate of drying as the particle 
size was changed. Provided that the true specific grav1ty 
or dens1ty of the mater1al remain substant1ally constant, 
a good meaSure of the particle size should be the bulk 
gravi ty of the crumb tha.t is be1ng dried. This variat10n 
of particle size should affect the drying rate from a dry-
1ng area po1nt of view as well as from the standpoint of 
the time required to move the mo1sture from the interior of 
the discrete particles to a pOint Where evaporat1on may 
occur. In order to make such an investigation, small 
samples were used and the bulk gravity was changed by press-
ing more or less crumb into the trays that were used to 
hold the crumb drying. Although a large Variation 1n bulk 
gravity was not possible because of the nature of the 
crumb, a variation in the bulk grav1ty from 0.483 to 0.595 
was possible. The gravity of 0.483 is approx1mately that 
of the un-compressed crumb. Thus a 23.2 per cent increase 
in the bulk gravity 1s indicated by a value of 0.595. How-
ever, the rate curves for the drying of the material at 
different bulk gravities show such a slight var1ation of 
the constant rate period that the deviations could eas1ly be 
experimental errors. 
The variation of the constant rate period, as the 
thickness of the sample was increased, and the v8,riatlon of 
the rate with the change in bulk grav1ty were determined 
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simultaneously. In the case of depth variation (Figure 34) 
as indicated on the plot, the rate is expressed as pounds 
of water per square foot per hour per lb. dry material. For 
the particular set of conditions of these data the increase 
in rate with increase in depth of bed was practically 
linear. However, it is noted that such a generalization 
applies only to the constant rate period and not to the 
fB,lling rate period. 
Not too much emphasis should be placed upon any 
one drying curve since the absolute value of any given 
point on the drying rate curve is quite sensitive to the 





AIR ACROSS CRUMB LAYER 
APPARATUS 
The apparatus used to vary the conditions in the 
study of air drying with the B.ir moving across the cake was 
a laboratory shelf type unit (see Figure 36). The air was 
drawn in by a rotary blade type blower and forced by baffle 
arrangement across two sets of steam heating coils. A pair 
of slotted baffles then directs the air stream across the 
many trays, and then out the exit. A duct connecting the 
exit to the air entrance pipe was used to recirculate the 
air for higher temperatures with lower humidities. For 
higher temperatures coupled with higher humidities, the 
point of air entrance could be changed and the air drawn 
through a humidifying section, conSisting of a set of steam 
coils arranged so that either a water spray or steam could 
be played upon them. 
The use of the slotted baffle to direct the air 
stream across the sample gave point variations in the 
velocity because of the turbulence of the stream. Methods, 
such as removing all trays but one and blocking all slots 
but a few failed to correct this. Therefore the slotted 
baffles were removed and a set of cardboard baffles were 
set up, and the turbulence of the air stream was reduced. 
Standard lOOoC. thermometers were used for 
temperature measurements of the air. The inlet conditions 
were obtained by a dry bulb and a wet bulb thermometer 
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1nserted 1n a hole 1n the a1r duct. To take the ex1t 
cond1t1ons the thermometers were 1nserted 1n a hole 1n 
the ex1 t p1pe. The temperature grad1ent across the cB.ke 
WB.S obta1ned us1ng 8. copper-constantan thermocouple 1n 
conJunct1on w1th a potent1ometer. 
The sample trays were of two d1fferent types. 
The f1rst, a galvan1zed 1ron tray, 20 1nches by 20 1nches 
by 1 1nch deep, was used for early runs. The second type 
was made of plast1c and was 3 1nches by 3 1nches and 
d1fferent depths. 
Other equ1pment used was as follows; 50 ml. 
we1gh1ng bottles, analyt1cal balance, anemometer, small 
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PROCEDURE 
The first procedure used did not give sufficiently 
accurate resul ts. This method was that of using a lB.rge 
tray of crumb for the drying with periodic removal of 
samples for the moisture content determination. However, 
it wa.s found that the results were dependent upon the 
sampling technique, the point of sampling, and other factors 
almost beyond control from a practical view pOint. There-
fore a method of procedure was devised that would give 
satisfactory results, and this was used for obtaining the 
data in this section. 
This method was that of using small trays made of 
plastic. The small boxes or trays were 3 in. by 3 in. and 
of varying depths. This size was used because it was the 
maximum size that could be used without overloading the 
balance and still maintain accuracy. The rubber was placed 
in these trays, weighed initially, and placed on a shelf of 
the cabinet type drier, which had previously been brought 
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to operating conditions. The boxes were removed periodi-
cally and weighed, using a ta.red box cover to prevent loss 
of moisture during the weighings. From the initial weight 
of the tray of rubber, the periodic weights and the ini tis.l 
moisture content (see ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES--DRYING STUDIES) 
moisture content time curves were drawn. From each of these, 
drying rate curves were constructed. 
In order to obtain other data for correlation 
purposes, the temperatures were ta.ken periodically. 
These readings were taken just prior to the weighings so 
the effect of opening the door would be minimized. From 
the wet and dry bulb temperatures the humidities were 
obtained from a humidity chart both as per cent relative 
humidity and absolute humidity expressed as pounds of 
water per pound of dry air. 
An anemometer, placed alongside the sample tray, 
was used to determine the air velocity. The measurements 
were made over a sufficiently long period of time to 
offset any diecrepancies caused by opening and closing 
the door in starting and stopping the anemometer. 
The crumb was sized by means of Tyler Standard 
screens for some runs and used as received for others. 
Because of the variat10n of the pa.rticle size of the crumb, 
it was necessary to size the crumb and to use the predomi-
nant sizes for consistent results. 
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RESULTS 
The data for the study of the effect on the 
drying rate of temperature, humidity, particle size, air 
velocity, and thickness of cake are tabulated in the 
APPENDIX. For best visue.l presentation of the results the 
da.ta were plotted first as moisture content-time curves 
and from these, the drying rate curves were derived. 
The drying rate curves for the earlier runs, 
shown in Figures 37 and 40, are for samples of crumb as 
received. The non-uniformity of the rate curves is 
probably due to considerable variation in the crumb size. 
This difficulty was minimized in later runs by sizing. 
The first effect studied was that of humidity, 
holding the temperature constant. Data were secured for 
different humidities at 165, 188, a,nd 2l2oF. The depth 
used was 2 inches, the velocity approximately 400 feet per 
minute, and the crumb size, that size that would pass 
through 0.371 inch sieve and be retained on 0.185 inoh 
sieve. 
Data for comparison of effects of temperatures 
were obtained from a cross-comparison of previous runs. 
For this comparison see Figures 57 and 58. 
The data for the study of the effect of particle 
size are shown in Figures 59 and 60. Screening produced 
10 different sizes, but in not large enough quantities to 
78 
be run separately. Therefore, the ranges of sizes were 
selected as representing large enough size differences to 
show the effects. The tray depth used was 2 inches, the 
air velocity about 350 feet per minute, and the t~mpera­
ture l730 F., with a humidity of 5%. 
Data are presented for the effect of velocity 
on the drying for velocities of 15, 120, and 230 feet per 
minute (see Figures 61 and 62). The crumb size used was 
between 0.371 and 0.185 inches. 
Data for the effect of cake thickness were 
obtained for trays 1, It, and 2 inches deep. All three 
depths for anyone temperature and humidity were run at 
the same time in the same drier. Two different sets ot 
data are presented (see Figures 63 and 65) for the effect 
of cake thickness. The drying rate curves were computed 
and the rates expressed as pounds of water per square 
foot per hour per pound of dry material, in order to show 
comparison between rates for different types of drying 
studied (see Figures 64 and 66). 
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In this particular study of air drying of GR-S 
crumb an attempt has been made to investigate the several 
variables of the process with air moving across the sur-
face of the material. A study has been made of the effect 
of temperature, humidity, particle size, a.ir velocity, and 
thickness of layer on the drying rate. Although the 
methods that were used in the work were merely a changing 
of several fa.ctors and studying the drying of the crumb, 
a number of difficulties were encountered in the develop-
ment of methods that would yield consistent results, since 
they were dependent on the sa.mpling technique, the point 
of sampling, and other factors beyond control. 
Although the total time necessary for drying 
using vacuum drying and air drying with air moving across 
the cake is about the same, a comparison of the rate curves 
(see Figures 10 and 45) shows that there is a difference 
in the mechanism of drying between the two. The vacuum 
rate curves have a constant rate period, whereas none ha.s 
been produced in the air drying. Also, the drying rates 
for this air drying are on the order of 2 to 3 times as 
great as the rates for vacuum drying. 
The set of curves for the effect of humid.ity 
(Figures 45, 49, and 54) show that as the humidity is 
increased the drying rate is decreased. However, it is to 
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be noted that the variation of the relB.tive humidity at 
higher temperatures is of less significance than at lower 
temperatures, especially at lower moisture contents. 
Referring to the theory, it was expected that higher 
humidities would produce lower rates since the driving 
force across the evaporation plane is less. 
The effect of temperature ~:lS shown by the curve 
of Figure 58 is that higher temperatures induce higher 
rates. The curves of Figure 40 indicate further that 
temperature is not the most significant factor a.ffecting 
the drying rate. The 100oF. and 122oF. curves show that 
an increase in relative humidity may offset the~fect ot 
an increase in temperature. 
All the time-temperature curves (for example 
Figures 55 and 56) show a condition not found with vacuum 
drying in that there is no constant rate temperature. As 
may be expected there is no constant rate drying period. 
Furthermore, the rapid increase in temperature at the 
beginning of the run, or where the moisture content is 
high, would indicate that the decrease in the drying rate 
would be greater at the beginning of the run than at the 
end. These time-temperature curves show further that 
portions of the cake reach the temperature of the drying 
medium only when that portion of the cake is dry. As was 
discussed. in VACUUM DRYING the top would tend to become dry 
first and thereby reach that temperature first. 
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Another item is noted. Since the temperature 
in the various parts of the crumb differs from and does 
not become equal to the air temperature until the crumb 
is substantially dry regardless of the air temperature, 
the crumb is not subjected to this temperature during the 
entire process, but only when it has become dry. Also 
indicated is that the portions of the crumb coming in 
contact with the drying air are subjected to higher tempera-
tures for longer periods of time than those portions of the 
crumb farther away from the drying air. Hence, absolute 
uniformity of drying with air moving across the cake is an 
impossibility. 
The effect of the size of the particle on the 
drying rate is shown in Figure 60. The curves show that 
for certain sizes of the crumb the rate is quite critical 
with respect to size. The drying rate increases with 
increase in crumb size UP to some value, above which the 
rate does not seem to increase. Further research on finer 
divisions of size would perhaps show the optimum size. 
The highest attainable velocities for comparative 
purposes was only 230 feet per minute. Similar to th~ 
effect of other variables, that of velocity is not a 
linear function for there is an improportionate increase 
in rate with almost equal increases in velocity. For the 
increase in rate, at doubling the velocity from 120 to 230 
feet per minute, is about 1.75, whereas a velocity factor 
of 10 is produced by only a doubled rate. It is possible 
that there is a maximum rate with respect to velocity but 
the data presented here indicate that it would be outside 
the range herein investigated. 
Data for the effect of cake thickness were 
obtained for trays 1, Ii, and 2 inches deep. All three 
depths for anyone temperature and humidity were run at the 
same time in the same drier. Two different sets of data 
are presented (see Figures 63 and 65) for the effect of 
cake thickness. The drying rates were computed with rates 
expressed as pounds of water per square foot per hour per 
pound of dry material, in order to show comparison with 
rates for other types of drying (see Figures 64 and 65). 
In considering the correct or optimum depth of 
crumb to use it must be taken into account whether the 
increase in rate (decrease in drying time)_would compensate 
for the loss of bulk due to using the thinner layer of 
crumb or which conditions would give greater amounts of 
dried rubber in the shorter time. Another consideration 
which must be correlated in figuring the optimum conditions 





AIR THROUGH CRUMB LAYER 
APPARATUS 
The apparatus used in this study consisted of a 
laboratory air drier unit of special construction, Tyler 
Standard screens, thermometers, and an anemometer. 
Figure 67 shows a sketch of the drier constructed 
for use in this investigation. The heating unit (not 
shown) consisted of steam catls and apparatus for humidi-
fying the air with either water or steam. Humidities ot 
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50% saturation at temperatures ot 220oF. could be produced. 
The air was dra.wn from the room and forced over the heating 
and humidifying coils and into the drier by a blower capable 
of producing air velocities up to 500 feet per minute. 
Heated and conditioned air was introduced at the top, passed 
through baffles, and then through the tray of wet crumb. 
The tray was of plywood and screen construction with a wide 
heavy paper gasket attached to the bottom. The screen 
openings were 1/16 inch square. The tray rested on a 
partition in the drier with an opening just the size of the 
screen bottom of the tray. ThUS, all the air was forced 
through the crumb. Rods attached to the sides of the tray 
and leading through the top of the uni t a.llowed the tray 
to be weighed periodica.lly without removal from the drier. 
During the weighing, the flow of air was stopped 
for a brief period. Usually the entire time for securing the 





A single pan, tripple beam balance was used for 
the weighings. The balance pan was equipped with a saddle 
to hold the rods from the tray. The balance, accurate to 
0.10 GM., allowed sufficient precision for all practical 
purposes. 
The air ducts were fitted with butterfly valves 
to control air velocities, and an anemometer was used to 
determine the air velocity in the exit duct. Wet and dry 
bulb thermometers were placed about three inches above the 
crumb in the dryer. 
The dryer was equipped with a device for measur-
ing the thickness of the crumb bed during drying. A brass 
rod, with a emall screen attached at right angles, extended 
out of the top of the dryer. The screen was parallel to 
the bed of crumb and could be lowered on to it. Attached 
to the rod on top of the dryer was a scale from which 
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FIG. 67 LABORATORY AIR DRIER 
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PROCEDURE 
Samples of wet crumb were obtained from the 
National Synthetic Rubber Company, Louisville, Kentucky, 
for the test of air drying by passing air through the 
crumb. These samples were taken daily from the Jeffrey 
mill insuring the same size crumb as that used in the 
plant driers. 
The tray was placed in the drier and the balance 
rods connected. An initial weight was then secured after 
. which the tray was placed in the drying position. During 
weighings the tray was elevated slightly to allow free 
movement of the balance and tray. The heated air was then 
started and allowed to run until the first weighing was to 
be made. Then the air was stopped and a weighing made. 
Weighings were made every few minutes in order to get 
enough points to plot the moisture content-time curves 
accurately. The drying was allowed to proceed until 
reasonably constant weight was obtained. The final Weight 
was used as the dry weight and from this weight and the 
periodic weights, the moisture contents at the various 
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times were calculated. From such data the moisture content-
time curves were constructed. The slope of these curves at 
any. time is *where W is the moisture content at any time 
T. Therefore, ~!;S the rate of drying at moisture 
content W. Values of dW were tabulated for even increments 
dT 
of moisture content. The rate was calculated as pounds of 
water evaporated per hour per square foot of evaporating 
area. The evaporating area was assumed to be the area of 
the surface of the la,yer. The drying ra,te curves were 
constructed by plotting the values of moisture content 
versus drying rate. Variations in these calculations 
occur, but they will be noted when they are used. 
All the samples were tested in the same unit in 
which the air velocity, temperature, and humidity could be 
varied within rather wide limits to give the desired 
comparative effects. 
The effect of temperature of the air on the dry-
ing rate was first investigated, while other conditions 
such as air velocity, crumb size, humidity, and thickness 
were held constant within relatively narrow limits. The 
temperature was varied from l400 F. to 2200 F. with the 
heating unit being operated and not the humidifier. 
Water and steam were used in the humidifier to 
give wide variation in the humidity of the air. The effect 
of changing the driving force was studied in this way with 
all the other conditions held consta.nt. 
Air velocity was varied from 70 to 450 feet per 
minute through the bed of crumb. A dry bulb temperature 
of 1800 F., and 6 per cent relative humidity were the con-
ditions used in this study of the effect of air velocity. 
In all these investigations the crumb a.S received 
was screened by Tyler Standard screens and the predominant 
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size was used in the test. This size was that which would 
go through a 0.371 inch sieve and not through a 0.lS5 inch 
sieve. 
The effect of varying the particle size was 
studied using three size ranges; on 0.263 inch Sieve, 
through 0.263 inch - on 0.131 inch sieve, and through 0.131 
inch sieve. The drying conditions were: lSOoF. dry bulb, 
4.5 per cent relative humidity, and an a.ir velocity of' 440 
feet per minute. 
The thickness of the layer dried was varied from 
one half to four inches. For this study average particle 
size and drying conditions were used. 
The temperature of the layer of crumb was studied 
during the drying operation. Copper-constantan thermo-
couples were buried in the crumb at different depths and 
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the temperatures recorded every five minutes during the time 
of drying. These measurements were made at the top, the 
middle, and the bottom of the layer. 
Measurements were made on. the thickness of the 
bed of crumb during drying. These measurements were mB.de on 
a two inch bed of crumb and were taken periodically through-
out the drying by lowering the screen to the crumb and 
recording the height. The procedure for drying the samples 
and obtaining data for plotting drying rate curves was the 
same in ~:dl cases. 
REStTLTS 
The first effect investigated was that of 
temperature. This effect is shown in Figures 68 and 69. 
The moisture content-time curves are plotted in Figure 68 
for several different temperatures and the corresponding 
drying rate curves in Figure 69. These rate curves show, 
in general, that as the temperature is increased the 
drying rate is increased. However, over the range inves-
tigated, the rate is not greatly influenced by changing 
temperatures. 
Figures 70,72, and 74 show moisture content-
time curves portraying the effect of humidity on the 
drying. The corresponding rate curves are shown in Figures 
71, 73, and 75. These curves like those for the effect of 
temperature show little change in the rate for a change in 
the variable. In general, although the effect is slight, 
air of low relative humidity produces a greater drying 
rate. 
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In the investigation of the effect of air velocity 
on the drying rate, an extremely wide range of conditions 
has not been covered. However, a sufficiently wide varia-
tion has been obtained to indicate the trend. The mOisture 
content-time plot for 70, 180, and 360 feet per minute is 
shown in Figure 76. The corresponding rate curves appear 
in Figure 77. These results indicate that of the effects 
thus far mentioned, the drying rate is much more sensitive 
to air velocity than to any of the other variables. Also 
a definite constant rate period is noticed for some of 
these cases. 
The next variation investigated was that of 
particle size of- the crumb. This variable was studied by 
separating the crumb into three size ranges: on 0.263 inch 
Sieve, through 0.263 inch--on 0.131 inch sieve, and through 
0.131 inch sieve. Tyler Standard screens were used for 
such separations. The moisture content-time curves for 
this study are given in Figure 73 and the rate curves in 
Figure 79. The rate curves of Figure 79 readily show that 
over the range of sizes considered, the particle size of 
the crumb has little effect on the drying rate. 
The curveS of Figure 80 are moisture content-time 
-plots for the drying of samples of crumb using several 
different layer thicknesses. The rate curves derived from 
Figure 80 are those of Figure 81. These rate curves are 
plotted using the rate units, lb. water lost per square 
foot per hour per pound dry material. These curves plainly 
show the advantages of t~e thin crumb layer in drying. 
The time-temperature curves of Figure 82 show 
the variation in temperature of the crumb during drying 
with air passing through the crumb. Temperatures are given 
in degrees centigrade and time in minutes. This plot shows 
the rapidity with which the crumb changed temperature in 
the first few minutes of the drying operation. After the 
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first five minutes, the top, the middle, and the bottom of 
the crumb are only a few degrees apart. This difference 
becomes steadily less and after a period of time a uniform 
temperature throughout the crumb is obtained presumably 
when the major portion of the water has been lost from the 
crumb. 
Moisture content and shrinkage data are plotted 
versus time in Figure 83. From this plot the rate curves 
of Figure 84 were calculated. These shrinkage measurements 
are for one dimension only. It is certainly true that the 
shrinkage will occur in the other two dimensions. The 
method used, however, was considered a practical method of 
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DISCUSSION 
Air drying with the air blown through the bed ot 
crumb presents a method which, from the results of this 
investigation, appears superior to all other methods 
studied thus far. Regardless of the extent of variation 
of the variables, the resulting drying rates were approxi-
mately three times higher than the values obtained by using 
vacuum or air d,rying with air moving across the bed of 
crumb. In general, an increase in temperature increased 
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the drying rate and decreased the time of drying. However, 
this effect is not great, i.e. the temperature can be 
increased considerably without increasing the drying rate 
greatly (see Figure 69). An increase of humidity resulted 
in a slight decrease of the drying rate and increase in the 
time of drying (see Figures 71, 73, and 75). As in the case 
of variation of temperature, this effect was relatively 
slight. 
The vB,ria t10n of the air velocity produced a wide 
variation in the drying rate and time (see Figure 77). An 
increase of air velocity increased the drying rate as a 
direct proportion, i. e. doubling the a,ir velocity approxi-
mately doubled the drying rate. It would be expected that 
at higher velocities the proportion of increase would be 
lessened and some limiting value would be approached. 
A variation in particle size only slightly effected 
the drying rate (see Figure 79) and was considered an 
unimportant factor in drying except where the size inter-
fered with the operation of the equipment as in the case 
of fines clogging flight openings. 
Some variation in the drying rate was found by 
changing the thickness of the layer of crumb (see Figure 
81). The variation was less, however, than that for air 
velocity. This effect could be due, in part, to a change 
in the driving force as the air passed through the crumb. 
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As the air passed through the crumb the humidity was 
increased and consequently wa.s greater where the thickness 
was greater. Another reason could be that more water evapo-
rated in the thicker samples produced a lower average 
temperature. Therefore, in the thicker samples the average 
driving force would be reduced. 
The typical time-temperature curve for this method 
of drying indicated a rapid attainment of a fairly constant 
temperature throughout the crumb (see Figure 82). Within 
five minutes the crumb temperature was constant and had 
risen to within a few degrees of the air temperature. It 
is significant that in the case of the other drying methods 
the temperature of the middle and the bottom of the layer 
did not become equal to the temperature of the top until 
the drying was nearly complete. The temperature at the sur-
face rose sharply at first and held constant. As the 
surface dried, the temperature plane gradually went into the 
layer, so that, at the end of drying, the whole layer was 
at the same temperature. 
In the vacuum drying, where low drying rates were 
found, there was no circulation of air around the particles 
of rubber dried. Likewise, in the drying with air moving 
a,cross the surface of the crumb the amount of circulation 
of air between the individual particles was slight to zero. 
In these methods of drying it was necessary for the water 
vapor to diffuse through the whole layer and into the air, 
where as with air circulating between the particle it was 
only necessary for the water to diffuse from the particle 
into the air. During vacuum or drying with air across the 
layer, the temperature of the remaining wet portion was 
relatively low, and little of the water was vaporized. In 
the case of air drying with air passing through the layer, 
however, the temperature was uniform throughout, and water 
was vaporized from all portions simultaneously. 
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The essential difference in drying cha,racter-
istics between these methods, causing the difference in 
dr~ing rates, was that in one water was being evaporated 
from all the particles at once while in the other methods 
water was evaporating from a moving surface. ThUS, 
effectively, the drying or diffusion surface is increased by 
passing air through the layer. 
The curves of shrinkage and moisture content 
versus time suggest some very interesting conclusions. 
Since these curves have the same general shape, it was 
expected that their corresponding rate curves would have 
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the same general shape (see Figure 84). This situation 
indicated that the reduction in depth of the crumb occurs 
nearly at the same rate as the reduction in moisture con-
tent. The plot of Figure 85, moisture content versus 
shrinka.ge reading, verified these conclusions. It was 
noted, however, that the curve of Figure 85 was not straight 
over the entire range but deviated from a straight l1ne in 
the lower part (shown as a broken line). The reduction in 
depth, therefore, must have been primarily caused by the 
loss of moisture and only slightly by a change in the dimen-
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In the study of drying by the method already 
described, it was noticed that changing va.rious fs"ctors 
influencing drying produced a change in the appearance 
and tackiness of the GR-S rubber. This change was 
attributed to the extension of the polymerization reaction 
either through breakdown or disappearance of the inhibitor 
I; 
or by some reaction not affected by the inhibitors used in 
the rubber. This continuation of reaction, nevertheless, 
resulted in larger molecular units and produced a species 
which wa.s insoluble in solvents in which it would otherwise 
be entirely soluble. This observation led to the use of 
analytical methods to ascertain the extent of gelation 
(formation of gel or la.rge cross-linked molecular species) 
in rubber samples trea.ted in the va.rious ways already 
described. This property of GR-S rubber was recognized, 
and work was started before this present investigation was 
undertaken. Procedures and appers.tus for a,nalytical 
measurements of gel content were reported in the literature 
(10), and these methods were employed by the authors in 
their work. 
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It was the authors' purpose not only to determine 
the effect of drying on gel formation but also to study the 
gel formation process. This investigation involved the 
determina"tion of the factors influencing gel formation, such 
as temperature-time relationships. With these fa.ctors 
established they were employed to give the data necessary 
on gel formation with respect to time. These data were 
plotted to give a curve of per cent gel versus time. 
Inhibitors or modifiers are added to GR-S 
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rubber to prevent polymerization beyond the desired point; 
however, further reaction apparently occurs. This situation 
suggests a possible breakdown or disappears.nce of the 
modifier. The modifier used is usually hydroquinone. 
In the study of the modifier, the sublimation rate 
at various temperatures was found and the da.ta correla.ted. 
To give further insight on the problem of inhibitors, the 
effect of allowing the crumb to stand in various concentra-
tions of sulfuric acid before heating was studied. 
Correlations of Mooney viscosity, processabllity, 
and other physical tests with gel content he.ve been 
established by other lnvestigators (9). Gel content has 
also been shown to be dependent not only upon drying but 
upon the whole process. Because of these dlrect correlations 
and the ease and relative quickness wlth which gel determi-
nations may be carried out, this test has become a vB.luable 
factor in quality control. It was therefore considered an 
adequate test for following the quality of s~.mples treated. 
The theory involved in the justification of gel 
determinatlons a.s an index of the quaIl ty of GR-S 
necessitates defining the reqUirements of quality control in 
GR-S polymer. Quality control of a polymer requires: 
(1) determina,tion of the composition including proportions 
of isomers a,nd (2) estimation of the size and shapes of the 
primary valence bonded particles. It thereby differs from 
the control of a hea,vy chemical, wherein composition alone 
is an adequate specification. 
Much work on this subj ect hs"s been carried out by 
Baker and Mullen (9), and the following discussion has been 
derived from their work. 
The measurement of these properties he,s involved 
numerous and complex difficulties resulting in the general 
policy of relying on traditional chemical analyses for 
non-rubber constituents and a processing test such as 
plasticity, Mooney viscosity, and the like, for the raw 
polymer. 
Plasticity or viscosity tests are accepted as 
widely useful, but they have been difficult to duplicate 
and standardi~,e. They require closely controlled sample 
preparations, and are sharply varied by soaps, mOisture, 
and other extraneous components. 
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It is significa,nt that these processabili ty tests, 
used to specify the raw polymer, yielded ambiguous evidence 
of the history of the rubber. Therefore, the connection 
with the polymerization process is remote. This ambiguity 
comes from the result that high viscosities (i.~., low 
plastici ties or high Mooney vB,lues) come from either high 
molecula,r weights or from cross-linkage of any molecula"r 
species. 
Recalling the original requirements for product 
control, and since the reaction process controls the 
polymer composition, within rather broad limits, molecular 
weight and gel content estimations are appropriate for 
particular attention. Examination of the possible particle 
types from the GR-S polymerization reaction shows that 
under sui table concU tions a definite, characteristic, 
insoluble species of branched. or netted particles could be 
separated or proved to be absent from the GR-S polymer. 
It was found that much GR-S rubber contained a class of 
particles which were linked together by prime.ry va.lence 
bonds to form ve.stly larger uni ts than the remaining 
benzene soluble molecules of the polymer. All polymer 
particles which are truly soluble are also fusible, and 
thus are truly thermoplastic and. will blenc. together, stick 
to each other, resist tear, etc. Further, no example has 
yet been found of linea,r polymers which are insoluble 
because of size alone, even those of 10,000,000 molecular 
weight are completely soluble and are fus1ble. The impli-
cations of these f~cts for GR-S rubber, in which one 
insoluble, infusible species is often found comingled with 
a soluble, blendable species, are so basic that results 
could not fail to be found in practical properties. Appa-
ratus and techniques have been developed with which all the 
truly insoluble fraction was separated consistently and 
accurately from a g1ven polymer. The process was so 
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designed as not to obtain erratic results which destroy or 
confuse correlations through the failure to isolate weak 
gel, dispersion of micro-gel, and insolubles. 
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Modifiers in diene polymerization limit propaga-
tion of chain branches and chain transfer. Thus their 
direct effect in GR-S rubber is to inhibit gel formation 
during the polymerization reaction. The exact correspon-
dence of gel content with modifier efficiency seems 
plausable and is generally assumed true. The basic problem 
of variation of GR-S properties with polymerization tempera-
ture involves particularly gel content, Judging from the 
poorer processability of high temperature polymers. 
While the netted particles to which poor 
processability is attributed exist as microgel in the 
latex, opportunity for introduction of more extended gela-
tion first occurs during stripping and coagulation. 
Continued cross-linkage in the stripping section could 
come from double bond activation and reaction in the interior 
of latex micells where no short stopper had penetrated. 
Coagulation initiates wide spread opportunity for 
the formation of new primary valence bonds between GR-S 
polymer particles. For instance, new cross-11nks between 
un1ts of m1crogel can convert these finally to an extensive 
microgel like the actual form of a valcanizate. However 
data are available which tend to prove that the reaction 
during salt-acid or alum coagulation is small and probably 
unimportant. The product of alum coagulation processes has 
generally lower plasticity than other types probably 
because of the small plasticizing effect of aluminum soaps 
as contrasted to alkali soaps. The difference in product 
necessitates more extreme drying conditions for the alum-
coagulated rubber, and therefore tends to give higher gel 
contents because of promotion of both chain length and 
molecular cross linkage. 
The drying of GR-S most certainly presents 
opportunity for gelation because the rubber is exposed to 
a relatively high temperature for periods of several hours. 
It must be noted, however, that oxygen and heat induced 
gelation by nature promote surface gel to a larger extent 
than internal gel. This condition results in a hetero-
geneous product and must be considered when sampling. An 
example of this may be seen in Table I. This sample gave 
evidence of being a gel free polymer. Many sections did 
give no gel, but some area evidently exposed to higher 
temperatures or more oxygen during drying yielded the 
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In contrast to gelation which shows up as "thermal 
shortening" of the GR-S there is the concurrent reaction of 
chain splitting or heat softening. It is possible that 
this heat softening might be achieved during drying since 
it, too, is a function of temperature. Nevertheless such 
heat softening is regarded generally as a source of 
higher modulus in cured stock. In na.tural rubber this 
softening effect with time under aging conditions almost 
completely submerges the hardening effect of additional 
cross ,linkage. This stage in GR-S rubber is transient and 
brief, and the result of prolonged aging such as may occur 
in tires long opera.ted at high temperature would be 
increased gel. Examination of the Table II. will tend to 
show the contrast between natural and GR-S rubber in this 
respect. 
TABLE II. 
EFFECT OF TIME OF HEATING 
TREATMENT GEL REMARKS 
TIME CONTENT 
HOURS TEMPERATURE 
0 800 C. 1.2% WEAK GEL 
24 800 C. 44.5% FIRM GEL 
51 80°C. 60.8,% VERY FIRM GEL 
73 80~C. 65.6% STRONG GEL 
190 80 C. 75.0% RESINOUS 
648 80°C. 84.2% RESINOUS 
The GR-S rubber under the treatment shown in 
Table II. gradually was hardened to the point that it 
appeared as a resin and no longer retained the usual 
rubber-like characteristics of elasticity, softness, etc. 
While ~atural rubber has a resinous state on aging it 




In the study of gel content in the GR-S polymer 
the procedure used was that of Baker and Mullen (Bell 
Telephone Laboratories) (10). It was found that in order 
to get comparative results, extreme accuracy was necessary 
and solvent of high purity was essential. 
The procedure that follows is standard for the 
determination of gel content in GR-S rubber. 
I. Sampling 
A piece of rubber weighing about 10 grams is 
selected from a clear portion of the sample. In the case 
of samples of rubber that do not appear homogeneous a 
slice of rubber may be made across the cross section and 
several pieces of this used. 
II. Apparatus 
The apparatus used in the gel studies consisted 
of an extraction unit to separate the soluble gel from the 
insoluble gel, bottle for holding solution of soluble 
rubber in benzene, large (50 mI.) weighing bottles for 
evaporation of benzene from solution. Other laboratory 
apparatus such as balance, pipettes, etc., were used. 
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The extraction unit was of special type, (see 
Figures86 and 87) designed especially for this procedure 
(10). It consisted of a glass tube with a stopcock for 
drainage at the bottom. Fitted. into the tube was a set of 
twelve screens on a long threaded rod held in place by nuts. 
( 
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The screens were made of stainless steel to withstand the 
acid used in cleaning. The top of the tube was fitted 
with a condenser or cooler which was connected by a ground 
glass joint. This tube assembly sat inside a hollow 
cylindrical heater which was controlled by a transformer 
giving very low voltage to maintain a very low temperature, 
about 30°C. The apparatus was designed to create convec-
tion movements thus keeping benzene solution homogeneous 
without moving weak gel particles from screen to screen. 
III. Cleaning the Apparatus: 
The stainless steel screens are removed from the 
cup (see Figure 86) with aid of pliers and the major 
\ portion of the benzene saturated gel is shaken into a waste 
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jar. The screens and the cups are then put into a container 
provided with a cover. Concentrated nitric acid is then 
added and allowed to come to a boil. This should be done 
under a hood or some other suitable device to draw off the 
va.pors. The nitric acid is allowed to cool and is drawn 
off by suction or syphon into a container. The apparatus 
is then washed off under water and dried in a laboratory 
oven. The stopcock is regres,sed and the screens inserted. 
This assembly is then weighed (A). 
IV. Determination of the Gel Content: 
Between 0.2000 and 0.3000 GM. of the dried sample 
are weighed (B) to 0.0002 GM. on a tared watch glass. The 
sample is then cut into about 20 small pieces and placed on 
the screens (none on the top screen). The screens with 
the rubber in place are then inserted into the cuP. 
Reagent benzene (100 mI.) is run into the cup making sure 
that no air bubbles remain between the screens. The cup 
is placed in the holder rack (see Figure 87) and the cap 
put in position. This assembly is allowed to stand for 
24 hours without disturbance. 
At the end of the extraction period the cap is 
loosened and the benzene solution is slowly drained 
through the stopcock, collecting in a narrow-mouthed 
bottle only that portion of the solution which drains 
freely. Preferably the assembly should not be removed 
from the reck in this operation. After separation of the 
sol the cock is closed and the assembly is inclined about 
450 and rotated about a vertical axis several times to 
cause the free solution to separate more completely from 
the residual gel 8,nd drain to the bottom of the assembly. 
'1'his is removed and discarded and the outlet tip dried 
with filter paper. The entire assembly is reweighed with 
a tared cap in place of the one used during extraction (0). 
The weight of ·the residual benzene film (D) left inside 
the apparatus is determined separately as described later. 
The weight of swollen gel (S. G.) may be ca,lculated as 
follows: 
Weight of S.G. = C - (A + D) 
From the sol in the bottle is plpetted 50 ml. 
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of the polymer solution. This is transferred to a weighed 
50 mI. weighing bottle (E) and evaporated at 800 C. for 12 
hours. This time 'must be the same for all sB,mples in 
order to have correlation. The sample dried is cooled in 
a desiccator and weighed (F). 
2 (F - f):t: G, the weight of gel. 
% Gel = (B - G) 100 
B 
Percentage gel should be reported to three significant 
figures or to the nearest 0.1%. Samples containing less 
than two percent of gel should be considered 100% soluble. 
v. Determination of the Weight of the Benzene Film: 
An assembly filled with 100 mI. of benzene is 
placed in the holder with an inverted cap resting over the 
mouth. The stopcock is adjusted to give a rate of flow 
tha.t is just continuous (1. e., not dropwise) flow. When 
the cup has drained, it is rotated in the usual ma.nner and 
the benzene thus collected is discarded. The unit is 
weighed and the difference in weight between this and the 




At the outset of the study of gel formation, it 
WB.S desired to determine the nature of the gel content--
time curve at different temperatures and find the difference 
in gel forming tendencies in several types of GR-S. Samples 
of s8,1 t-acid coagula. ted rubber dried by a Proctor B.nd 
SchwB.rtz drier, B. F. Goodrich sheet rubber, and dry 
pellitized alum coagulated rubber were obtained. A sample 
of undried salt-acid coagulated rubber from the Jeffrey 
mill was also obtained. 
The samples were all dried either by the plant 
o driers or by 8. laboratory vacuum drier at 80 C. and 29 
inches of Hg. Each of the samples was broken into sma.ll 
pieces, to minimize surface effects, and placed on small 
metal trays. The trays were then placed in a labora.tory 
air drier pre-adjusted to the desired temperature. Thermo-
couples (copper-constantan) were placed inside the trays 
to make sure the temperature of the rubber was the same as 
the temperature indicated by the thermometer in the drier. 
One sample of sheet dried crumb (plant dried) 
was held at 900 C. and another portion of the sa.me sample 
was held at 800 C. The same technique was applied to the 
sample of plant dried alum coagula.ted rubber. A sample of 
salt-acid coagulated crumb from the Jeffrey mill was dried 
in the laboratory at 800 C. and held at 800 C. for the dura-
tion of the test. 
Small portions of these several samples were 
withdrawn periodically and the gel content determined. 
The procedure for determining the gel content was given 
in the section on "Analytical Procedures". 
Samples of GR-S crumb were prepared by heating 
and pressing in a hydraulic preas and the gel formation 
characteristics studied. For this, 10 GM. samples of wet 
crumb were placed between two small metal plates which 
were in turn placed between the platens of a hydraulic 
press along with a thermocouple. The platens were quickly 
brought together and a constant gage pressure of 100 psi. 
maintained for the duration of the test. The temperature 
of the pIa tens was from 1870 F. to 3000 C., s.nd. the time 
s.t ee.ch temperature W8.S varied from 0 to 30 minutes. At 
the end of the desired time of heating and pressing the 
crumb was quickly removed from the press. The gel content 
was determined for each of the samples dried in this 
manner. The remainder of each of the samples was placed 
on metal trays and put in a labore.tory oven e. t 900 C. At 
the end of 24 hours small portions of each were taken and 
the gel content determined. This sampling was repeated at 
240 hours. 
Samples of hydroquinone were hea.ted in a la.bora-
tory oven in order to study the effect of heating. 
Technical hydroquinone (3 GM.) was placed on a. weighed 
watch glass and put in the oven at the desired temperature. 
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At frequent time intervals this was removed and weighed. 
The samples were heated until all the hydro-
quinone he,d sublimed. Temperatures of 80, 100, 115, 140, 
and 160 degrees centigrade were employed. 
The effect of sulfuric acid on gel formation in 
GR-S crumb was studied. Equal weights of crumb from the 
Jeffrey mill were placed in 500 mI. erlenmeyer flasks. 
Sulfuric acid in five different concentrations Was pre-
pared (1, 5, 10, 20, 40% H2S04 by weight). A 100 mI. 
sample of acid of each concentration Was put in five flasks 
containing rubber and 100 mI. of water was added to 
another. The samples of crumb were allowed to remain in 
contact with the acid for 24 hours. At the end of this 
period the se,mples of crumb were removed and washed several 
times in water to remove all acid. All samples were dried 
in a laboratory oven at 70oC. for twelve hours. The 
samples were then prepared for heating by breaking them up 
and putting them on sma,ll trays. These were then placed in 
an oven at 100oC. Small portions of each semple were 
removed periodically and the gel content determined. 
Samples of GR-S crumb which were dried by air 
passing through the layer of rubber in the labora~tory drier 
were heat treated to study the formation of the gel. 
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Samples were chosen which were dried at various tempera,tures, 
from l40-220oF. These samples were broken up into many 
small pieces and placed on watch glasses. These were put 
in a laboratory, forced-air oven regula.ted at l15 0 C. Small 
portions of these samples were removed at very frequent 
intervals, namely, every 30 minutes at first and then every 
hour as the test progressed. These were all examined for 
gel content. 
Rubber which was dried by the la.boratory vacuum 
drier was tested for gel content. Samples were chosen 
which were dried at various temperatures. 
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DATA, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
The results of this investigation gave insight 
into the formation of gel in GR-S rubber and bear out the 
extent and importance of this property as a control 
problem in production. The results also indicate that 
during the drying operation there is possibility for more 
extensive gel formation than in other parts of the 
production process. For instance, the samples of GR-S 
crumb from the Jeffrey mill, as noted in Table I., show no 
gel or at least e.n amount sma,ller the,n the accuracy of the 
determination (10). However, these samples when dried by 
plant driers showed varying amounts of gel. Some of the 
variance could, of course, come from the difference in 
operation of th~ drier. 
The data in Table III. show the formation of gel 
as time progresses, at a temperature of 800 C. Tables IV. 
and V. show gel formation at other temperatures. Figure 
88 shows the variation of gel content for these samples of 
ru'bber held at definite temperetures. The trends to be 
noted from these data are the same for all the samples 
regardless of the preliminary treatment. An increase in 
temperature above room temperature promotes gel, rapidly 
at first and very slowly after long periods of time. Also 
to be noted i8 that for a given type sample, a higher 
temperature causes more gel formation in a specific length 
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of time. All the samples apparently approached some 
asymptotic value after a long period of time. This fact 
would tend to indicate that very mild temperatures and 
short drying periods would yield the best rubber. From 
a standpoint of gel content this situation would certainly 
be true; however, the necessity for thorough and complete 
drying provides a counterbalance since it was found that 
wet rubber gave poor trPBd processing (9). 
These results were also substantiated by the 
data in Tables VI., VII., and VIII. These samples were 
prepared by heating and pressing at various temperatures 
and the same pressure. It is noted that genera.lly higher 
temperature and longer times of drying resulted in more 
gel formation. Also, in general, the material dried a.t 
the milder conditions does not have so much gel after 24 
hours at 900 0. as the material dried under the more 
strenuous conditions. Again it is apparent that after a 
long treatment, in this case 240 hours, the samples all 
approached substantially the same high gel content. 
'rhe data in Tables III., IV., and V. indicate 
gel formation trends in GR-S when treated for extremely 
long periods of time. This length of time is obviously 
greater than the time of production under any drying con-
ditions or processing techniques. Table XVIII. gives data 
on gel formation over a short period of time a,t 1150 0. 
Figure 89 is a plot of these data and therefore is an 
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enlarged secti0n of the first portion of the gel content-
time curves in Figure 88. The rate of gel formation was 
rapid for a short time and the gel content at the first 
maximum pOint was very high relative to the final value. 
At this point the effect of heat softening became greater 
than the forward reaction and the gel content decreased to 
about one-half the first maximum value. From here the gel 
formation increased but at a rate much less than at first. 
Rapid gel formation was partially suppressed by continued 
heat softening reaction. The time required for the sample 
to attain a gel content equal to the first maximum was 
three times greater than originally. Furthermore it was 
noted that the sample became very sticky after heat 
softening began; however, as the gel content became high 
the sample lost its stickiness and elasticity and became 
brittle and resinous. 
In the drying of GR-S in the standard plant 
driers, many special techniques have been applied in order 
to eliminate tne problems caused by the crumb sticking to 
the flights. The stickiness of the crumb is probably only 
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a surface condition which possibly results after the sur-
face has dried and is still subjected to the heat in the 
drier. It is recognized that in the drying operation the 
surface would dry first because of the small resistance of 
the air film compared to the resistance offered to diffusion 
of water through the crumb particle. It follows also, from 
results of work by the authors, that the crumb temperature 
rises rapidly after the moisture has been removed. There-
fore, by the time the whole crumb has dried, the surface 
has been at a relative high temperature for most of the 
drying time. This would then give rise to both gel forma-
tion and stickiness on the surface of the crumb particle. 
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It is the opinion of the authors that shorter drying times 
and removal of the crumb when it is dry would be a step in 
the right direction toward eliminating the stickiness 
problem. This improvement requires greater flight speeds 
and higher apparent air velocity through the layer of crumb. 
Data are 8_vailable which show that the crumb is usually dry 
at the end of the second pass in the plant driers. The 
third pass subJects the dried rubber to needless heating 
and thus gives rise to gel formation and stickiness. 
It is evident from the data already presented 
that gel formation in GR-S depends largely on the temperature 
and time of drying. If the normal operating conditions of 
the driers are sufficient to have any material Affect on 
the hydroquinone present, then it might be for this reason 
that the gel is formed. An attempt was made to determine 
the hydroquinone stability to heat at various lengths of 
time. These data are presented in Tables IX., X. , and XI. 
and are plotted in Figure 90. It is significant that at 
temperatures above 1000 0. the sublimation of hydroquinone 
sharply increased and at a relatively low temperature of 
1150 C. the quantity has decreased by 1/6 in two hours. 
The loss of an appreciable amount of this anti-oxidant at 
this surface of the crumb particle is conceivable under 
the usual drying conditions. 
The effect of acidity of the coagulating bath 
was investigated. Tables XII., XIII., XIV., and XV. show 
the results of treating the crumb with various concentra-
tions of sulfuric acid and the subsequent heat treatment. 
However, these results are not intended to be conclusive 
but merely to give an indication of a trend. These data 
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are plotted on Figure 91. Regardless of the preliminary 
treatment, none of the samples formed gel when dried at 
700 C. for twelve hours. Also, the crumb that was subjected. 
to the sulfuric acid treatment, on heating, had conSistently 
less gel than the untreated sample. Except for slight 
discrepancies it appears that the samples tr~ated with the 
lower concentrations of acid gave less gel than those 
tree.ted with higher concentrations of acid. The effect of 
heat softening is again exhibited in all the samples. How-
ever, the higher concentrations of acid gave se.mples in 
which the initial gelation waS suppressed. 
No attempt is made in this thesis to explain the 
mechanism of this action, rather it 18 left for more exten-
sive work to be done in the study of anti-oxidents and their 
effects. 
Samples dried by V8.cuum drying procedures used 
in this investigation were examined for gel content and the 
data presented in Table XVI. It is significant that the 
sample which formed the greatest amount of gel was not 
dried at the highest temperature but was dried for the 
longest period of time. This is important in consideration 
of the discussion on formation of surfac~ gel when drying 
times become too long, regardless of temperature. 
Data are also presented on gel formation in 
samples dried by air passing through the layer of crumb. 
Table XVII. shows the gel contents of these samples at 
the end of the drying. The apparent discrepancies in the 
samples comes from the effects of both temperature and 
time of drying on the gel and heat softening reactions as 
well as possible differences in the wet crumb. However, 
Tables XVIII., XIX., and XX. show data on the gel forming 
characteristics of these samples at l150 C. Figure 92 shows 
that all these samples followed the usual trends. It is 
important, however, that at this temperature (1150 C.) the 
effect of heat softening was greatly accentuated, and the 
maximum pOint came both at a higher gel content and much 
sooner than the samples studied at 1000 C. 
The important generalizations to be derived 
from this study are: 
1. GR-S crumb when heated forms larger mole-
cules through chain growth and/or cross linkage. 
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2. When the time of heating is sufficient, a 
noticeable amount of molecular increase is effected. 
3. Ordinary drying conditions are sufficient 
in most cases to produce detectable gel. 
4. Gel formation during drying places limits 
on the drying conditions to be used for best results. 
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SAMPLE TEMPE..:. TIME SAMPLE 
NO. RATURE OF WEIGHT 
(OC.) DRYING (GM. ) 
(HOURS) 
1 80 3.0 0.2446 
2 80 11.5 0.3368 
3 80 22.5 0.2804 
4 80 30.0 0.2709 
5 80 46.5 0.3021 
6 80 72.0 0.2780 
7 80 100.0 0.3012 
8 80 120.0 0.2261 
9 80 168.0 0.3064 
10 80 385.0 0.2308 
11 80 624.0 0.3013 
12 80 826.0 0.2625 
TABLE III. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
GR-S CRUMB 
WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT 




(GM. ) (GM. ) 
38.9441 50 39.0645 
51.8714 50 52.0376 
38.2193 50 38.3500 
37.4469 50 37.5518 
37.4448 50 37.5820 
51.8688 50 51.9721 
34.4887 50 34.4887 
38.2170 50 38.2170 
38.9425 50 39.0200 
12.0530 20 12.0667 
12.2054 20 12.2220 
12.8483 20 12.8616 
DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 
































SAMPLE 'l'EMPE- TIME SAMPLE 
NO. RATURE OF WEIGHT 
OF DRYING (GM. ) 
DRYING (HOURS) 
(OC.) 
13 80 0 0.2367 
14 80 23.5 0.2919 
15 80 51.0 0.2480 
16 80 73.0 0.2264 
17 80 190.0 0.2554 
18 80 648.0 0.2480 
19 90 24.0 0.2381 
20 90 50.5 0.2420 
21 90 73.5 0.2257 
22 90 190.0 0.2434 
23 90 648.0 0.2649 
TABLE IV. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
ALUM COAG. GR-S 
WEIGHT ALI~UOT WEIGHT 




(GM. ) (GM. ) 
12.8733 20 12.9096 
12.8730 20 12.8996 
13.3487 20 13.3724 
12.0520 20 12.0745 
12.2052 20 12.2279 
7.0461 20 7.0586 
12.1601 20 12.1830 
12.6300 20 12.6500 
12.8485 20 12.8657 
11.9562 20 11.9658 
13.3480 20 13.3535 
DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 






























SAMPLE TEMPE- 'l'IME SAMPLE 
NO. RATURE OF WEIGHT 
OF DRYING (GM. ) 
DRYING (HOURS) 
(OC. ) 
24 80 0 0.2849 
25 80 24.0 0.2905 
26 80 51.0 0.2421 
27 80 73.5 0.2626 
28 80 190.0 0.2516 
29 80 648.0 0.2349 
30 90 24.0 0.2319 
31 90 50.5 0.2316 
32 90 73.5 0.2945 
33 90 190.0 0.2462 
34 90 648.0 0.2574 
TABLE V. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
SHEET DRIED GR-S 
WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT 




(GM. ) (GM. ) 
13.3491 20 13.4054 
12.8732 20 12.9054 
13.3492 20 13.3681 
12.0520 20 12.0701 
12.2052 20 12.2178 
12.2048 20 12.2123 
12.1602 20 12.1805 
12.6300 20 12.6428 
12.8485 20 12.8630 
11.9563 20 11.9633 
12.1597 20 12.1660 
DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 
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SAMPLE TEMPE- TIME 
NO. RATURE OF 
OF PRESS-
PLA'l'ENS IllG AT (oF.) 100 
PSI. 
(MIN.) 
35 187 15 
36 187 30 
37 200 15 
38 205 30 
39 203 5 
40 200 10 
41 266 5 
42 255 10 
43 255 15 
44 300 2 
45 300 5 
46 300 8 
TABLE VI. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
GR-S DRIED BY HB.:A'l'ING AND PRESSING 
SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X 
WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQUOT) 
(GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE 
RATING AND 
BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (aM. ) 
0.2327 11.8423 20 11.8870 0.2235 
0.2125 12.0558 20 12.0960 0.2010 
0.2489 7.0466 20 7.0928 0.2310 
0.2045 13.3494 20 13.3868 0.1870 
0.2290 12.1596 20 12.2024 0.2140 
0.2245 12.1600 20 12.2034 0.2170 
0.2577 12.1593 20 12.2073 0.2396 
0.2352 12.8484 20 12.8907 0.2116 
0.2520 11.8426 20 11.8893 0.2335 
0.2224 12.0557 20 12.0996 0.2195 
0.2702 13.3486 20 13.3934 0.2240 





















































GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLE.MENTARY TREATMEf.JT OF GR-S DRIED BY HEATING AND PRESSING 
TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 
OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQ,UOT) OF GEL 
HEATING (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE (GM. ) 
(HOURS) RArrING AND 
BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (GM.) 
24 0.2107 13.3490 20 13.3809 0.1595 0.0512 
24 0.1820 12.2054 20 12.2365 0.1555 0.0255 
24 0.2456 12.5518 20 12.5893 0.1875 0.0581 
24 0.2305 12.8486 20 12.8820 0.1670 0.0635 
24 0.3193 11.8422 20 11.8834 0.2060 0.1133 
24 0.1966 12.0558 20 12.0840 0.1410 0.0556 
24 0.1985 12.2033 20 12.2276 0.1115 0.0870 
24 0.1902 12.4338 20 12.4566 0.1140 0.0762 
24 0.2695 12.6457 20 12.6757 0.1500 0.1195 
24 0.2422 12.6467 20 12.6777 0.1550 0.0872 
24 0.2919 12.8063 20 12.8410 0.1735 0.1184 






































GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT OF GR-S DRIED BY HEATING AND PRESSING 
'rIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 
OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100jALIQ,UOT) OF GEL 
HEATING (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE (GM. ) 
(HOURS) RATING AND 
BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM.) (GM. ) 
240 0.2408 12.1598 20 12.1725 0.0635 0.1773 
240 0.2397 13.3487 20 13.3609 0.0610 0.1787 
240 0.2420 12.8483 20 12.8599 0.0580 0.1840 
240 0.2636 12.2053 20 12.2177 0.0620 0.2016 
240 0.2328 12.4341 20 12.4474 0.0665 0.1663 
240 '0.2640 12.6463 20 12.6594 0.0655 0.1985 
240 0.2367 12.6470 20 12.6575 0.0525 0.1842 
240 0.2313 12.8072 20 12.8190 0.0590 0.1723 
240 0.2378 13.0708 20 13.0833 0.0625 0.1753 
240 0.2378 12.5517 20 12.5633 0.0580 0.1798 
240 0.2596 12.7790 20 12.7917 0.0635 0.1961 





































HYDROQUINONE STABILITY DATA AT 800 C. AND AT 1000 C. 
TEMPERATURE TARE TARE AND SAMPLE WEIGHT PER CENT 
OF HEATING WEIGHT SAMPLE WEIGHT LOST LOST 
(OC. ) (GM. ) WEIGHT (GIvi.. ) (GM. ) 
(GM. ) 
80 24.1650 27.1652 3.0002 0 0 
80 24.1650 27.1458 2.9808 0.0194 0.65 
80 24.1650 27.1356 2.9706 0.0296 0.99 
80 24.1650 27.1265 2.9615 0.0387 1.29 
80 24.1650 27.1000 2.9350 0.0652 2.17 
80 24.1650 27.0544 2.8894 0.1108 3.69 
80 24.1650 26.7724 2.6074 0.3928 13.10 
100 24.1650 26.7724 2.6074 0 0 
100 24.1650 26.7350 2.5700 0.0374 1.43 
100 24.1650 26.7250 2.5600 0.0474 1.82 
100 24.1650 26.6870 2.5220 0.0854 3.28 
100 24.1650 26.6800 2.5150 0.0924 3.54 
100 24.1650 26.4750 2.3100 0.2974 11.40 





















HYDRO~UINONE STABILITY DATA AT 105°C. AND 1150C. 
TEMPERATURE TARE TARE AND SAMPLE WEIGHT 
OF HEATING WEIGHT SAMPLE WEIGHT LOST (OC. ) (GM. ) WEIGHT (GM.) (GM. ) 
(GM. ) 
105 31.0680 34.0680 3.0000 0 
105 31.0680 33.9775 2.9095 0.0905 
105 31.0680 33.7657 2.6977 0.3023 
105 31.0680 33.6670 2.5990 0.4010 
105 31.0680 33.5790 2.5110 0.4890 
105 31. 0680 33.3179 2.2499 0.7501 
105 31.0680 31.9392 0.8712 2.1288 
115 23.4302 26.4302 3.0000 0 
115 23.4302 25.7157 2.2855 0.7145 
115 23.4302 25.4820 2.0518 0.9482 
115 23.4302 23.5432 0.1130 2.8870 
115 23.4302 23.5150 0.0848 2.9152 




















HYDRO~UINONE STABILITY DATA AT 130°0., 150°0., and 160°0. 
TIME OF TEMPERATURE TARE TARE AND SAMPLE WEIGHT PER OENT 
HEATING OF HEATING WEIGHT SAMPLE WEIGHT LOST LOST 
(HOURS) (°0.) (GM. ) Wl!;IGHT (GM. ) (GM. ) (GM. ) 
0 130 31.0690 34.0690 3.0000 0 0 
2.75 130 31.0690 32.6300 1.5610 1.4390 47.90 
6 130 31.0690 31.5078 0.4388 2.5612 85.50 
7 130 31.0690 31.3390 0.2700 2.7300 91.10 
0 150 32.7750 35.7750 3.0000 0 0 
.0.09 150 32.7750 35.5980 2.8230 0.1770 5.90 
0.16 150 32.7750 35.4510 2.6760 0.3240 10.80 
0.25 150 32.7750 35.4130 2.6380 0.3620 12.07 
0.33 150 32.7750 35.3530 2.5780 0.4220 14.07 
0 160 23.4275 26.4275 3.0000 0 0 
0.25 160 23.4275 25.3258 1.8983 1.1017 36.72 
0.50 160 23.4275 25.1010 1.6735 1.3265 44.22 
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SAMPLE CONCEN- TIME 





- 47 0 12 
48 1 12 
49 5 12 
50 10 12 
51 20 12 
52 40 12 
TABLE XII. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
SULFURIC ACID TREATMENT OF GR-S RUBBER 
SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X 
WEIGHT OF (ML.) OF (100/ALIQ,UOT) 
(GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE 
RATING AND 
BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (00. ) 
0.2810 28.9061 50 29.0638 0.3154 
0.2694 28.5330 50 28.6880 0.3100 
0.2720 26.9210 50 27.0818 0.3216 
0.2719 29.2393 50 29.3961 0.3136 
0.2597 29.0334 50 29.1851 0.3034 

















GEL CONrrENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT OF' ACID TREATED GR-S RUBBER 
SAMPLE TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X 
NO. RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQUOT) 
OF HEATING (GM. ) EVAPO- BOT'l'LE 
HEATING (HOURS) RATING AND 
(OC.) BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (GM. ) 
47 100 1 0.2563 28.9057 50 29.0055 0.1996 
48 100 1 0.2512 29.1957 50 29.3114 0.2378 
49 100 1 0.1844 28.8557 50 28.9417 0.1720 
50 100 1 0.2487 28.5338 50 28.6636 0.2596 
51 100 1 0.2493 29.2557 50 29.3764 0.2414 
52 100 1 0.2698 29.7018 50 29.8278 0.2520 
47 100 2 0.2127 29.1953 50 29.2597 0.1288 
48 100 2 0.2764 26.9210 50 27.0315 0.2210 
49 100 2 0.2150 29.1910 50 29 .. 2410 0.2000 
50 100 2 0.2550 26.9195 50 26.9803 0.2432 
51 100 2 0.2430 29.2368 50 29.2957 0.2356 


































GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT OF ACID TREATED GR-S RUBBER 
SAMPLE TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALIQ,UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X 
NO. RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQ,UOT) 
OF HEATING (GM.) EVAPO- BOTTLE 
HEATING (HOURS) RATING AND 
(OC.) BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (GM. ) 
47 100 3 0.2650 28.9044 50 29.0104 0.2120 
48 100 3 0.2792 29.1919 50 29.3126 0.2414 
49 100 3 0.3691 28.8542 50 28.9832 0.2562 
50 100 3 0.2680 28.5323 50 28.6576 0.2506 
51 100 3 0.2683 29.2530 50 29.3836 0.2612 
52 100 3 0.2592 29.6988 50 29.8246 0.2516 
47 100 4 0.2486 29.1905 50 29.2870 0.1930 
48 100 4 0.2512 26.9206 50 27.0310 0.2208 
49 100 4 0.2641 29.2364 50 29.3665 0.2602 
50 100 4 0.2369 29.0315 50 29.1463 0.2296 
51 100 4 0.2360 28.9310 50 29.0480 0.2340 
52 100 4 0.2436 27.4034 50 27.5246 0.2424 
WEIGHT GEL 
OF GEL CONTENt 


































GEL CON'l'ENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY ThEATMENT OF ACID TREATED GR-S RUBBER 
'rIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALI Q,UO T WEIGHT DEPOSIT X 
OF WEIGHT OF (ML.) OF (100/ALIQUOT) 
HEATING (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE 
(HOURS) RATING AND 
BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (GM. ) 
22 0.2848 28.9043 50 28.9947 0.1808 
22 0.2700 29.1906 50 29.2811 0.1810 
22 0.2689 28.8543 50 28.9766 0.2446 
22 0.2700 28.5315 50 28.6346 0.2062 
22 
22 0.2684 29.6974 50 29.8104 0.2260 
72 0.2870 29.1904 50 29.2840 0.1872 
72 0.2780 26.9202 50 27.0250 0.2096 
72 0.2633 29.2357 50 29.3554 0.2394 
72 0.2561 29.0326 50 29.1466 0.2280 
72 0.2616 28.9320 50 29.0540 0.2440 
72 0.2726 27.5262 50 27.5262 0.2450 
WEIGH'r GEL 
OF GEL CONTENt' 
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TABLE XVI. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
VACUUM DRIED GR-S RUBBER 
SAMPLE VACUUM TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALI~UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT GEL 
NO. IN. OF RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF 100/ALIQ.UOT OF CONTENt 
HG. OF DRYING (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE GEL (%) 
DRYING (HOURS) RATING AND (GM. ) (oC. ) BO'l'TLE DEPOSIT 
(GM. ) (GM. ) 
53 25 70 2.5 0.2605 7.0472 20 7.0985 0.2565 0.0040 1.54 
54 15 85 4.0 0.2452 13.3490 20 13.3978 0.2440 0.0012 0.49 
55 25 85 4.0 0.2361 12.0525 20 12.0995 0.2350 0.0011 0.47 
56 21 60 5.5 0.2641 12.2056 20 12.2555 0.2495 0.0146 5.53 
57 26 70 2.5 0.2351 12.1600 20 12.2070 0.2350 0.0001 0 
58 15 70 4.5 0.2647 12.8484 20 12.9034 0.2750 0 
59 
60 20 66 3.5 0.2104 11.8427 20 11.8850 0.2115 0 
61 20 75 3.0 0.2480 11.9556 20 12.0066 0.2550 0 
TABLE XVII. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
GR-S RUBBER DRIED BY AIR THROUGH CRUMB LAYER 
SAMPLE TEMPERATURE TIME OF RELATIVE AIR GEL 
NO. OF DRYING DRYING HUMIDITY VELOCITY CONTENT (OF.) (HOURS) (%) FT. PER MIN. (%) 
62 141 1.00 15.5 420 11.9 
63 155 1.84 6.0 290 33.2 
64 178 1.75 8.0 80 2.4 
65 184 2.00 6.0 170 8.7 
66 220 1.75 5.0 175 34.8 I-' 
CD 
CD 
TABLE XVIII .. 
GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT OF SAMPLES DRIED WITH AIR THROUGH CRUMB LAYER 
SAMPLE DETER- TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALI~UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT GEL 
NO. MINA- RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQ,UOT) OF CONTENT 
TION OF HEAT- (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE GEL (%) 
NO. HEAT- ING RATING AND (GM. ) 
ING HOURS BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(OC.) (GM. ) (GM. ) 
62 1 115 0 0.2355 28.9319 50 29.0346 0.2074 0.0281 11.9 
2 115 0.5 0.2559 28.9045 50 28.9942 0.1794 0.0765 29.9 
3 115 1 0.2280 29.6978 50 29.8036 0.2116 0.0164 7.2 
4 115 1.5 0.1680 29.1903 50 29.2625 0.1444 0.0236 14.05 
5 115 2 0.2106 28.5320 50 28.6119 0.1598 0.0508 24.2 
6 115 3.5 0.2393 29.0315 50 29.1143 0.1656 0.0737 30.8 
7 115 5 0.2732 28.8530 50 28.9420 0.1780 0.0952 34.9 
8 115 6.5 0.2604 28.8528 50 28.9194 0.1332 0.1272 48.8 
9 115 9.5 0.2410 26.9194 50 26.9767 0.1146 0.1264 52.5 
63 1 115 0 0.2281 27.4034 50 27.4796 0.1524 0 .. 0757 33.2 
2 115 0.5 0.2594 29.1898 50 29.2611 0.1426 0.1168 45.0 
3 115 1 0.2407 29.6972 50 29.7930 0.1916 0.0491 20.4 
4 115 1.5 0.1779 29.9043 50 28.9824 0.1562 0.0217 12.2 
5 115 2 0.2286 29.2523 50 29.3480 0.1914 0.0372 16. :3 
6 115 3.5 0.2587 28.9314 50 29.0250 0.1872 0.0715 27.6 
7 115 5 0.2487 28.5317 50 28.6171 0.1708 0.0779 31.3 
8 115 6.5 0.2434 28.5315 50 28.5958 0.1286 0.1148 47.1 





GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY TREATMENT OF SAMPLES DRIED WITH AIR THROUGH CRUMB LAYER 
SAMPLE DETER- TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALI~UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT 
NO. MINA- RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQUOT) OF 
TION OF HEAT- (GM. ) EVAPO- BOTTLE GEL 
NO. HEAT- ING RATING AND (GM. ) 
ING HOURS BOTTLE DEPOSIT 
(OC.) (GM.) (aM. ) 
64 1 115 0 0.2340 28.9025 50 29.0167 0.2284 0.0056 
2 115 0.5 0.2529 28.8530 50 28.9430 0.1800 0.0729 
3 115 1 0.2135 29.2519 50 29.3429 0.1820 0.0315 
4 115 1.5 0.1828 28.9034 50 28.9732 0.1396 0.0432 
5 115 2 0.2141 29.6979 50 29.7742 0.1526 0.0615 
6 115 3.5 0.2380 27.4034 50 27.4866 0.1664 0.0716 
7 115 5 0.2693 29.2520 50 29.3491 0.1942 0.0751 
8 115 6.5 0.2530 29.2518 50 29.3136 0.1236 0.1294 
9 115 9.5 0.2230 28.9315 50 28.9895 0.1160 0.1070 
65 1 115 0 0.2536 29.1890 50 29.3048 0.2316 0.0220 
2 115 0.5 0.2567 28.5314 50 28.6080 0.1532 0.1035 
3 115 1 0.2200 28.5315 50 28.6200 0.1774 0.0426 
4 115 1.5 0.1749 29.1903 50 29.2624 0.1442 0.0307 
5 115 2 0.2226 29.1896 50 29.2763 0.1734 0.0492 
6 115 3.5 0.2808 28.9035 50 29.0022 0.1974 0.0834 
7 115 5 0.2415 28.9048 50 28.9676 0.1256 0.1159 
8 115 6.5 0.2312 29.6972 50 29.7583 0.1222 0.1090 





























GEL CONTENT DATA 
SUPPLEIlilENTARY TREATMENT OF SAMPLES DRIED WITH AIR THROUGH CRUMB LAYER 
DETER- TEMPE- TIME SAMPLE WEIGHT ALI~UOT WEIGHT DEPOSIT X WEIGHT GEL 
:n,uNA- RATURE OF WEIGHT OF (ML. ) OF (100/ALIQ,UOT) OF CONTENT 
TION OF HEAT- (GM.) EVAPO- BOTTLE GEL (%) 
NO. HEAT- ING RATING AND (GM. ) 
ING HOURS BOTTLE DEPOSIT (OC. ) (GM. ) (GM.) 
1 115 0 0.1902 28.8520 50 28.9140 0.1240 0.0662 34.8 
2 115 0.5 0.2801 29.2520 50 29.3280 0.1520 0.1281 45.7 
3 115 1 0.2180 28.8526 50 28.9370 0.1688 0.0492 22.6 
4 115 1.5 0.2430 28.8534 50 28.9369 0.1670 0.0760 31.3 
5 115 2 0.2235 26.9205 50 27.0020 0.1630 0.0605 27.2 
6 115 3.5 0.2186 29.1896 50 29.2702 0.1612 0.0574 25.5 
7 115 5 0.2402 29.1894 50 29.2522 0.1256 0.1146 48.1 
8 115 6.5 0.2573 29.1892 50 29.2581 0.1378 0.1195 46.5 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the studies contained in this thesis the 
general conclusions are as follows: 
1. In general, air drying with air through the layer of 
crumb gives the greatest drying rates and the shortest dry-
ing times. Figure 93 is a plot comparing the drying rates 
of the three methods of drying investiga.ted. It is apparent 
that the rate of drying with the air through the layer is on 
the order of ten times greater than that for the others. 
194 
2. The factors which influence air drying are temperature, 
humidity, and velocity of the air, size, bulk gravity, thick-
ness of drying layer, and condition of the crumb before 
drying. Of these factors the most important, in drying with 
air through the layer, are velocity and temperature of the 
air. However, high rates are possible with a comparatively 
mild temperature and a high air velocity. 
3. Limitations are placed on drying conditions by the 
necessi ty for quality control. The fa.ctors in quality con-
trol, which are inherent with drying, are gel and moisture 
content of the dried rubber, both of which must be low. The 
necessity for dry rubber requires sufficient drying condi-
tions, and the possibility of gel formation demands mOdified 
conditions. 
4. The drying rate of GR-S crumb, although a very porous 
material, is considerably lower than that of other materials 
of like porosity such as wood chips and natural sponge 
(Figure 94). This lower rate for the rubber indicates that 
the nature of the coagulum retards the liquid diffusion and/ 
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I. Moisture Content 
(a) Vacuum Drying: Run No. V8 
The sample wet weight was found by subtracting the 
tare weight from the total wet weight. 
The 
Total Wet Weight 
Tare Weight 
Sample Wet Weight 
sample was then dried 
:: 18.5193 GM. 
= 14.6605 GM. 
:: 3.8588 GM. 
and the dry weight was 
found by subtracting the ts_re weight from the tots.l 
dry weight. 








Sample Dry Weight :: 2.3531 GM. 
By subtracting the sample dry weight from the 
sample wet weight the amount of water in the sample 
was found. 
Sample Wet Weight 








From the values of water lost and the dry sample 
weight the moisture content s.s pounds of water per 
pound of dry material was calculated. 
Moisture Content :: 1.5057/2.3531 = 
0.640 Lb. Water per Lb. Dry Materi!:t1 
204 
(b) Air Drying - Air Across the Crumb Layer: Run No. Al 
The initial moisture content was found by 
determining the moisture content of small sample 
of the material dried. By subtracting the total 
dry weight from the total wet weight the weight 
of the water lost by the sample was determined. 
Tote.l Wet Weight 
Total Dry Weight 
Water Lost 
:: 24.7319 GM. 
= 22.4926 GM. 
... 2.2393 GM. 
The dry ma,terial weight was found by subtracting 
the tare weight from the total dry weight. 
Total Dry Weight 
Tare Weight 








By dividing the water lost by the weight of dry 





0.442 Lb. Water per Lb. Dry Material. 
From the initial moisture content and the weight 
of wet ma.teria.l, the weight of dry ma teris.l in the 
larger sample being studied was determined. 
(Weight of Wet Material)/(l + Initial 
Moisture Content) = Weight of Dry Material. 
The weight of wet material was found by subtracting 
the tare weight from the tote.l wet weight of the 
sample tested. 
Total Wet Weight 
Tare Weight 
= 163.5284 GM. 
= 13.5694 GM. 
205 
206 
Sample Wet Weight = 149.9590 GM. 
Dry Material = 149.9590/(1 + 0.442) = 
103.800 GY. 
The water present at any time was found by subtract-




= 103.800 GM. 
= 13.569 GM. 
Total Dry Weight - 117.369 GM. 
Total Wet Weight ~ 163.528 GM. 
Total Dry Weight = 117.369 GM. 
water Lost = 46.1.59 GM. 
From the water lost and the dry sample weight the 
moisture content was calcula~ted. 
Moisture Content = 46.159/103.800 = 
0.442 Lb. Water per Lb. Dry Material. 
(c) Air Drying - Air Through the Crumb Layer: Run No. Tl 
The weight of dry material present was the final 
weight of the tray of rubber minus the tare weight. 
Final Total Weight = 842.0 GM. 
Tare Weight = 404.0 GM. 
Dry Material = 438.0 GM. 
By subtracting the final total weight from the total 
weight at any time the wa,ter present was found. 
Total Weight = 1047.0 GM. 
Final Total Weight = 842.0 GM. 
?later Present = 205.0 GM. 
The weight of water present at any time divided by 
the dry weight of the sample gave the moisture 
content. 
Moisture Content = 205.0/438.0 = 0.469 
Lb. Water per Lb. Dry Material. 
2. Drying Rates: 
The normal to the moisture content-time curve at 
any moisture content is drawn. The slope of the norme,l 
is ,found by counting the number of units along the lines 
AC and Be in Figure 95. 
Slope of Normal = 20/37 
The slope of the tangent to the curve at this point is 
the negative reciprocal of the slope of the normal. 
Slope of Tangent = 37/20 
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However, 400 units on the ordinate represent one pound 
of water per pound of dry material and 240 units on the 
abscissa represents one hour. The values measured along 
the ordinate must be multiplied by 240/400 to be on an 
equivalent scale basis. 
Corrected Slope of Tangent = (37) (240)/ 
(20)(400) 
The units of the above expression are Lb. Ws.ter per Lb. 
Dry Material per Hour. In order to express the drying 
rate as Lb. water per Sq. Ft. per Hour it is necessary 
to multiply the corrected slope of the tangent by the 
weight of dry material and divide it by the area of the 
( 
drying surface, all in the appropriate units. The 
weight of dry material in this example is 400 GM. or 
400/454 Lb. The drying area is 48.1/144 Sq. Ft. 
Drying Rate = (37)(240)(400)(144)/(20) 
(400) (452) (48.1) 
= 2.95 Lb. Water per Sq. Ft. 
per Hour 
When samples were dried using varying thicknesses 
of rubber the drying rate was calculated as Lb. Water 
per Sq. Ft. per Hour per Lb. Dry Material. This value 
was obtained from the drying rate in the usual units 
by d1v1ding by the Lb. Dry Material. 
3. Gel Content: Sample 35, Table No. 7 
The amount of soluble fraction in a sample of 
rubber was determined by drying an aliquot of the ben-
zene solution drained from the gel unit. The weight of 
soluble fraction in the aliquot was found by subtract-
ing the bottle tare weight from the deposit and ts.re 
weight. 
Tare and Deposit Weight = 13.3809 GM. 
Tare Weight = 13.3490 GM. 
Deposit Weight • 0.0819 GY. 
The deposit weight was then multiplied by the aliquot 
fraction g1ving the total soluble fraction. 











The difference in the original sample weight and the 
total soluble weight was the weight of insoluble gel. 
Sample Weight = 0.2107 GM. 
Total Soluble Weight = 0.1595 GM. 
Insoluble Gel Weight = 0.0512 GM. 
Gel content was calculated as weight of insoluble gel 
per unit weight of sample. By dividing the weight of 
soluble gel by the weight of the semple the gel content 
was found. 




TABLE OF RUNS 
RUN VACUUM 'l'EMPERA TURE HUMIDITY VELOCITY CRUMB CRUMB BULK 
NO. IN. OF DESIGl-JATION DESIGNATION DESIGNATION DEPTH SIZE GRAVITY 
HG. DEG. F. % R.H. FT. PER MIN. IN. 
V 1 20.0 158 0.5 A.R. 0.483 
V 2 20.0 158 0.5 A.R. 0.535 
V 3 20.0 158 0.5 A.R. 0.656 
V 4 20.0 158 0.5 A.R. 0.595 
Y 5 20.0 158 1.0 A.R. 0.488 
V 6 20.0 158 1.5 A.R. 0.493 
V 7 20.0 158 2.0 A.B .• 0.450 
V 8 25.0 131 1.0 A. R. 
V 9 25.0 129 1.0 A.R. 
Y 10 25.0 140 1 .. 0 A.R. 
V 11 15.0 199 1.0 A.R. 
V 12 15.0 163 1.0 A.R. 
Y 13 15.0 172 1.0 A.R. 
Y 14 15.0 136 1.0 A.R. 
V 15 10.0 147 1.0 A.R. 
V 16 10.0 176 1.0 A.R. 
Y 17 20.0 158 1.0 A.R. 
V 18 20.0 152 1.0 A.R. 
V 19 20.0 158 1.0 A.R. 
Y 20 20.0 129 1.0 A.R. 
R 1 29.0 A.R. 
H 2 18.0 A.R. 
R 3 10.0 A.R. 
R 4 29.0 A.R. 




TABLE OF RUNS (CONTINUED) 
H.UN VACUUM '1IEMPERA TORE HUMIDITY VELOCITY CRUMB CRUMB 
NO. IN. OF DESIGNA'i'ION DESIGNATION DESIGNATION DEPTH SIZE 
HG. DEG. F. % R.H. FT. PER MIN. IN. 
A 1 122 42.0 400 2.0 A. H. 
A 2 100 13.0 400 2.0 A.R. 
A 3 160 6.0 400 2.0 A.R. 
A 4 212 3.5 120 2.0 NOM. 
A 5 188 2.5 400 2.0 NOM. 
A 6 188 4.0 400 2.0 NOM. 
A 7 188 13.0 400 2.0 NOM. 
A 8 188 6.0 400 2.0 NOM. 
A 9 130 10.0 400 2.0 A. R. 
A 10 170 8.0 400 1.0 A. R. 
.. .. 
" " 
1.5 A. R. 
" " 
.. 
" 2.0 .. A 11 165 5.0 400 1.0 A. R. 
" " " 




11 2.0 .. 
A 12 165 8.5 400 2.0 A. R. 
A 13 212 3.5 15 2.0 2 
A 14 212 14.0 240 2.0 2 
A 15 212 3.7 240 2.0 2 
A 16 173 5.0 230 2.0 1 
" " " 
.. .. 2 
.. .. 
" 
.. .. 3 
" 
.. 
" " " 
4 




TABLE OF RUNS (CONTINUED) 
RUN VACUUM TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY VELOCITY CRUMB CRUMB 
NO. IN. OF DESIGNATION DESIGNATION DESIGNATION DEPTH SIZE 
HG. DEG. F. % R.H. FT. PER MIN. IN. 
T 1 180 4.5 400 2.0 4 
T 2 180 4.5 400 2 .. 0 3 
T 3 180 4.5 440 2.0 5 
T 4 184 6.0 220 2.0 NOM. 
T 5 ,143 5.6 450 2.0 NOM. 
T 6 141 15.5 440 2.0 NOM. 
T 7 155 6.0 370 2.0 NOM. 
T 8 158 15.0 370 2.0 NOM. 
T 9 184 6.0 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 10 180 6.0 70 2.0 NOM. 
T 11 184 6.0 220 0.5 NOM. 
T 12 184 6.0 220 1.0 NOM. 
T 13 221 5.0 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 14 221 2.6 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 15 221 7.3 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 16 140 6.0 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 17 155 6.0 175 2.0 NOM. 
T 18 177 6.0 360 2.0 NOM. 
T 19 184 6.0 220 4.0 NOM. 
T 20 165 6.0 330 2.0 NOM. 
T 21 183 6.0 300 2.0 NOM. 
V VACUUM DRYING 1 ON 0.371 IN. 
A AIR DRYING - AIR ACROSS CRUMB 2 THROUGH 0.371 IN., ON 0.263 IN. 
T AIR DRYING - AIR THROUGH CRUMB 3 THROUGH 0.263 IN., ON 0.131 IN. 
R ROTARY VACUUM DRYING 4 THROUGH 0.131 IN. 
A. R. AS RECEIVED 5 ON 0.263 IN. N) 

















VACUUM DRl7JNG DATA 
RUN NO. V 1 
SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
'vVET PRESENT PER LB. DID!" 
WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. 
15.8265 4.38 0.383 
14.6167 3.18 0.278 
13.9000 2.50 0.218 
13.3000 1.86 0.162 
12.7670 1.32 0.115 
12 .2350 0.80 0.070 
11.6300 O. Jl9 0.0166 
11.5280 0.08 0.007 
11.4910 0.00 0.00 
12.000 mffS. CRUMB DEPTH 0.50 IN. 
70°C BUL!( GRAVITY' 0.483 
20 IN. OF :FIG. 

















































11.9966 Gl1S. C s.ur .. m DEPTH O. 50 IN. 
Bulk GRAVITY 0.535 

























VACUUT\1 DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 3 
SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
WET PRESENT PER LB. DRY 
WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. 
21.7998 6.05 0.384 
20.7350 5.00 0.317 
20.1380 4.39 0.279 
19.4130 3.66 0.323 
18.8070 3.05 0.194 
18.0190 2.27 0.144 
16.7220 0.97 0.062 
16.5000 0.75 0.0476 
16.3380 0.58 0.0368 
CONTAINER TARE 11.6300 GMS.CRUrlfB DEPTH 0.50 IN. 
TEr~ERATURE 700 C B~X GRAVITY 0.656 


















































12.2686 CRUMB DEPTH 0.50 IN. 
700 C Bulk GRAVI~I 0.595 GM/c.c. 
20IN. OF' HG 
216 





















































D RY !lATERIAL 1.54 m~. 
TRAY AREA 4.0 SQ.IN. 









































IDRY MATERIAL 14.10 GM. 
TRA"T AREA 4.0 SQ. IN. 
Cm~VERSION FACTOR 1.12 


































DRY ~'nATER IAL 12. 69 GM. 
TRAY AREA 4.05 SQ.IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.005 

























DRY YATERIAL 15.75 GM. 
TRAY AREA 4.0 SQ.IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.25 
217 
218 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RTJN NO. V 5 
TIME TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS. WATER 
WET WET PRESENT PER LB. DRY 
'WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. 
2:25 49.5175 32.0580 8.88 0.383 
2:55 48.6200 31.1605 7.88 0.345 
3:25 47.9300 30.4700 7.29 0.315 
3:55 47.1450 29.6850 6.50 0.281 
4:25 46.4210 28~~61Q 5.78 0.249 
4:55 45.4200 27.9620 4.78 0.209 
6:00 43.3220 26.8820 2.68 0.116 
6:25 42.7110 25.2510 2.07 0.089 
6:55 42.2100 24.7500 1.57 0.068 
7:25 41.8130 24.4130 1.23 0.053 
7:55 41.5550 24.0950 0.91 0.0393 
8:25 41.3420 23.8820 0.70 0.0302 
CO!JTAI1:ER TARE 17.4595 GMS. CRUIJ!B DEPTH 1. 0 IN. 
TE'MPERA TTffiE 700 C BUa GRAVITY 0.488 
VACUUM 20B! .OF HG. DRY WEIGHT 23.18 mi!. 
RUN NO. V 6 
2:25 71.4324 47.5383 13.16 0.383 
2:55 70.4295 46.5555 121.5 0.353 
3:25 69.6700 45.7960 11.39 0.331 
3:55 68.7650 44.8010 10.40 0.302 
4:25 67.9310 44.0390 9.64 0.280 
4:55 66.7000 42.8260 8.42 0.245 
6:00 64.1140 40.2400 5.84 0.170 
6:25 53.0820 39.2080 4.80 0.140 
6:55 62.3560 38.4820 4.08 0.119 
7:25 61.8320 37.9580 3.55 0.103 
7:55 61.2270 37.3530 2.95 0.086 
8.28 60.6400 36.6770 2.36 0.0686 
CONTAINER TARE 2Z.~741 GMS. CRU!,m DE PI' H 1.5 IN. 
TEMPERATURE 70 C BULK GRA VI TY 0.943 GMS/ce. 














VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 7 
TOTAL SAMPLE WATER 
WET WET PRESENT 
WEIGHT WEIGHT 
GM. GM. GM. 
91.9000 60.1569 16.65 
90.9150 59.1720 15.67 
90.1460 58.4030 14.90 
89.0500 .57.3070 13.80 
88.2800 56.5370 13.03 
86.8680 55.1250 11 •. 62 
84.1880 52.4450 8.94 
82.8100 51.0670 7.56 
81.9550 50.2120 6.71 
81.3700 49.6270 6.12 
80.0664 48.3230 4 .88 
79.8300 48.0870, 4.58 
LBS.WATER 














am;TA INER TARE 31.7431 CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
219 
TEl~PERATURE 700 C BULK GRAVITY 0.460 G'VCC:. 
VACUUM 20 Il'T. OB' EG. DRY WEIGHT 43.50 G MS. 
220 
VACU1JM DRYING DATA 
Rtm NO. V 8 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMpr.Ji~ TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LES.WATER 
TARE WET VlET DRY DRY PRESENT PEE LB.DRY 
VffiIGITT WEIGHT vVEIGHT WEIGHT VilEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GlII. 
11:00 14.6605 18.5193 3.8588 17.0136 2.3531 1.5057 0.640 
11:30 13.7630 17.9956 4.2326 16.5180 2.7550 1.4776 0.537 
12:00 13.3200 16.9251 3.6051 15.8287 2.5087 1.0964 0.437 
12:30 14.2698 18.6546 4.3848 17.5126 3.2428 1.1420 0.352 
1:30 13.2736 15.8322 2.5586 15.5817 2.3081 0.1570 0.1085 
2:00 13.8686 17.2278 3.3592 17.0708 3.2022 0.1570 0.049 
2:30 14.6947 17.5685 2.8738 17.5055 2.8108 0.0630 0.0224 
3100 13.5720 16.9280 3.3560 16.8848 3.3126 0.0432 0.01305 
TEMPERATURE-DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
TIME UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
11:00 25.0 
11:30 121 68 53 56 54 56 .• 5 25.0 
12:00 122 72 55 59 55 58 25.0 
12:30 121 74 62 64 55 58 25.0 
1:30 120 78 69 79 55 66 25.0 
2:00 122 81 85 92 71 67 25.2 
2:30 121 82 94 103 85 68.5 25.2 
3:00 121 83 93 109 95 68 25.0 
S:TEAM PRESSURE 18 LB. psi. TOTAL DRv VJEIGHT 12.1875 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT 9.125 LB. SA!\1P U; DRY WEI GIlT 3. 0625 LB. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 14.250LB. WATER LOST 2.0675 LB. 
S,,,lffPLE WET WEIGI-IT 5.125 LB. MOISTURE CO!"TENT 40.2% 
DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. ~ 5 (Cont'd) RUN NO. V 6 (Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CONTENT OF 
LB.WATER CURVE LB.WATER 
PER LB. DRY PER SQ. FT 
MATERIAL PEH HOUR 
0.375 1.268 0.145 
0.350 1.268 0.145 
0.325 1.268 0.145 
0.300 1.268 0.145 
0.275 1.268 0.145 
0.250 1.268 0.145 
0.225 1.268 0.145 
0.200 1.268 0.145 
0.175 1.268 0.145 
0.150 1.268 0.145 
0.125 1.268 0.145 
0.100 1.575 0.117 
0.075 2.27 0.081 
0.050 4.08 0.045 
DRY MATERIAL 23.18 GM. 
TRAY AREA 4.0 SQ. IN 








































DRY MATERIAL 43.50 GM. 
TRAY AREA i,Q SQ. IN. 
COl:IVERSIO'N FACTOR 3.45 
SLOPE DRvING RATE 
OF 
CURVE LB.WATER 















DRY T>fATERIAL 34.40 GM. 
~RAY AREA 4.0 SQ.IN. 
CONVER5ION FACTOR 2.73 



























DRY 'MATERIA L 4. 45 LB. 
TRAY ARBA 400 SQ. I~. 
COFVER8ION FACTOR 1~216 
CRUMB DEPTH 1. IN. 
221 
222 
VACmJM DR"'ING DAfrA 
RU:,: NO. V 9 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PRESENT PEE LB.DRY 
WEIGHT 'JliEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT lVIATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM 
11:25 13.6371 16.8711 3.2340 15.9762 2.3391 0.8949 0.382 
11:55 14.6205 18.3921 3.7716 17.5404 2.9199 0.8517 0.292 
12:25 14.2444 18.2210 3.9766 17.4593 3.2149 0.7617 0.237 
1:25 13.6208 16.6790 3.0582 16.4779 2.8471 0.2111 0.074 
1:55 13.6813 17.4971 3.8158 17.3149 3.6336 0.1822 0.0502 
TIME TElffERATURE -DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP M1DDLE BOTTOH AIR IN .OF GR. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAEE OF CAIm 
11:25 102 68 56 
11:55 102 67 57 
12:25 103 69 60 
1:25 102 68 69 
1:55 103 69 74 
STEAM PRESSURE 2 LB. psi. 
TRAY WEIGHT 9.125 LB. 
TOTAL ~~ ~~IGHT 14.1875 LB. 






54 47 25.0 
55 50.5 25.0 
56 51 25.0 
66 57 25.0 
73 53 25.0 
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 12.506 LB. 
SAMPLE DRY WEIGHT 3.381 LB. 
WATER LOST 1.68 LB. 
MOISTURE CONTENT 33.2% 
223 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 10 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SA MPL:E WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET V'v'ET DRY DRY PRESENT PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT W.ATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
3:00 0.447 
3:30 13.4995 16.8627 3.3632 16.0249 2.5254 0.8378 0.3~g 
4:00 13.3408 16.9962 3.6554 16.3140 2.9732 0.6822 0.229 
4:30 13.4604 16.7058 3.2454 16.3707 2.9103 0.3351 0.115 
5:00 13.2114 17.6698 4.4584 17.4613 4.2490 0.2085 0.049 
5:30 13.5425 16.7677 3.2253 16.6651 3.122.7 0.1026 0.033 
6:00 14.1409 17.7702 3.6311 17.17423 3.6014 0.0297 0.0082 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP M~DDLE . BOTTOM AIR IN" .OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CA1.'"E 
3:00 25.0 
3:30 127 80 69 57 56 53 25.0 
4:00 129 82 62 73 54 67 25.2 
4:30 129 84 90 59 63 63.5 25.0 
5:00 131 88 77 73 81 69 25.0 
5:30 132 91 90 88 94 71 25.4 
6:00 130 92 99 100 102 70 25.4 
STEAM PRESSURE 28 L3. psi. TOTAL DRY "\,EIGHT 12.70 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT 8.81 LB. SAMPLE DRY WEIGHT 3.89 LB. 
TOTAL 'WET WEIGHT 14.44 LB. WATER LOST 1.74 LB. 
SAMPLE vliET VmIGHT 5.63 LB. MOISTlTRE CONTENT 30.9;-6 
DRYING RATE DATA 

































































DRY I.rATER IAL 4.11 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ,. IN. 
CRU'.iB DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
CONVERSIO~\ FACTOR 1.48 
















































DRY rf~TERIAL 3.06 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CRlJ1tB DEPTH 1. 0 IN. 
CONVERION FACTOR 1.102 
224 
225 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. VII. 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PRESENT PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
2:20 13.6208 17.3194 3.6986 16.1265 2.5057 1.1929 0.476 
2:50 13.4995 17.6534 4.0539 16.3688 2.8693 1.1846 0.413 
3:20 13.6813 17.7166 4.0353 16.6518 2.9705 1.0648 0.3 59 
3:50 13.3408 17.7205 4.3797 16.7321 3.3913 0.9884 0.291 
4:20 13.4604 17.5917 4.1313 16.7864 3.3260 0.8053 0.242 
4:50 13.2114 17.3294 4.1180 16.7112 3.4998 0.6182 0.177 
5:20 13.5424 17.1657 3.6233 16.8421 3.2997 0.3236 0.0982 
5:50 14.1409 17.1780 3.5771 17.4893 3.3484 0.2287 0.0683 
6:20 14.0981 17.2840 3.1859 17.16~1 3.0640 0.1219 0.0398 
TIME TEMPERATORE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACum~ 
UPPER MIDDIE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.of HG 
SHELF SHELF of CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
2:50 114 80 81 71.5 71 67 14.6 
3:20 111 81 78 72 70 66 15.0 
3:50 112 80 75 70 69 67 15.0 
4:20 112 81 70 72 72 66 15.0 
4:50 112 83 76 71 72 66 15.4 
5:20 110 82 80 70 72 65 15.2 
5:50 110 82 86 72 73 66 15.0 
6:20 113 83 92 77 76 68 15.0 
STEAM PRESSURE 8 LB PER SQ.IN. TOTAL DRY ViliIGHT 12.312 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT 8.875 LB. SAMPLE DRY ~~IGHT 3.437 LB. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 13.938 LB. WATER LOST 1.626 LB. 
SAMPLE WET WEIGHT 5.063 LB. MOISTURE CmITENT 32.1% 
226 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 12. 
TIME BOTTLE mOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAl':!PLE WATER LBS. WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PRESb:NT PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
5:05 13.6371 17.6408 4.0037 16.4424 2.8043 1.1494 0.427 
3:35 13.4995 16.8349 3.3354 15.9384 2.4389 0.8965 0.367 
4:05 13.6708 17.5962 3.9654 16.7456 3.1248 0.8400 0.268 
4:35 13.6813 17.1316 3.4503 16.5248 2.8435 0.6088 0.213 
5:05 13.3408 17.0607 3.7199 16.5610 3.2202 0.4997 0.155 
5:45 13.4604 15.8948 2.4344 15.8024 2.3420 0.0924 0.391 
7:05 13.2114 16.9383 3.7269 16.8532 3.6418 0.0851 0.0234 
7:35 13.5424 16.9984 3.4560 16.9960 3.4536 0.00G4 0.00069 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MlOOLE . TOP _ MIDDLE BOTTOM AlB IN .OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAK!!; 
3:05 
3:35 121 73 
4:05 121 75 
4:35 121 79 
5:05 122 80 
5:45 122 82 
7:05 121 85 





































STEAM PRESSURE 8 LB PER SQ.IN~OTAL DRY WEIGHT 13.31 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT 9.12 LB. SAMPLE DRY WEIGHT 4.;19LLB'~. 
TOTALWET Wl!;IGHT 15.09 LB. WATER LOST 1~7m~:}LB-~·. 
SAMPLE WET W15IGHT 5.97 LB. MOISTURE CONTI!.'NT 29. ~ :'J .• 
DRYDTG RATE DATA 



































































DRY MATERIAL 3.43 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. TIr. 
CRUTm DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
C61~VERSION FACTOR 1.235 











































DRY l'fATERIAL 4.19 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CEUMB DEPTH 1.0 TIL 











VACUUM DRYING DATA 









9:35 14.1409 18.2346 4.0937 16.8838 2.7420 
10:05 14.0981 1813656 4.2675 17.1285 3.0304 
10;35 17.6592 22.1055 4.4483 21.0178 3.3606 
11:05 18.5496 22.8204 4.2708 21.9509 3.4013 
11:35 18.6917 23.3200 4.6283 22.5867 3.8950 
12:05 17.8622 23.4681 5~6059 23.0844 5.2222 
1:05 17.8057 23.3066 5~S009 23.0507 5.2450 
1:35 13.7933 17.4410 3.6477 17.3816 3.5883 
TIME TEMPERATURE - DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
228 
WATER LBS.WATER 




















UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.OF HG. 


































STEAM PRESSURE 8 LB. psi. 
TRAY WEIGHT 9.125 LB. 
TOTAL ~ET w~IGHT 15.125 LB 

































TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 13.45 LB. 
SAMPLE DRY WEIGHT 4.325 LB. 
WATER L0ST 1.675 LB. 
MOISTURECONTENT 27.9% 
229 
VACUlm DRYING DATA 
Rill: NO. V 14 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PRESENT PER LB.DRY 
VV"EIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
10:10 14.6605 11.8208 3.1603 16.7943 2.1338 1.0265 0.482 
10:40 13.7630 11.4126 3.6496 16.2536 2.4906 1.1590 0.464 
11:10 13.3200 16.8072 3.4872 15.7431 2.4231 1.0641 0.440 
11:40 14.2698 17.3227 3.0529 16.3925 2.1227 0.9302 0.438 
12:10 13.2736 16.2446 2.9710 15.3762 2.1028 0.8682 0.413 
12:40 13.8686 17.5481 3.6785 16.5812 2.7126 0.9659 0.356 
1:10 14.6947 17.3151 2.6201 16.4690 1.7693 0.8511 0.481 
1:45 13.5720 16.0372 2.4652 15.4161 1.8441 0.6211 0.337 
2:10 14.6205 18.4218 3.8013 17.5207 2.9002 0.9011 0.310 
2:40 14.2444 18.3859 4.1415 17.3655 3.1211 1.0204 0.327 
TIME TEJ'f.PERATURE - DEGREES CENTIGRADE VAClJUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN .OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
10:10 15.0 
10:40 43 49 45 50 46 52 15.0 
11:10 46 58 52 54 51 54 15.0 
11:40 48 59 54 56 53 55 15.0 
12:10 49 60 51 58 55 56 15.0 
12:40 51 62 56 59 56 58 14.9 
1:10 51 61 55 59 56 59 14.~ 
1:45 53 64 56 59 57 60 15.0 
2:10 54 60 59 60 58 58 15.1 
2:40 55 65 55 61 58 61 15.0 
STEAM PRESSURE 5 LB. psi. TOTAL DRY ~~IGET 13.250 LB. 
TRAv WEIGHT 9.875 LB. SAMPLE DRY ~vEIGHT 3.375 LB. 
TOTAL V,ET Vv'EIGHT 14.875 LB. WATER LOST 1.625 LB. 
SAMPLE WET WEIGIH 5.00 LB. MOISTURE CONTENT 32.5% 
DRYING RATE DATA 





































































DRY r/ATERIAL 4.32 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 S:::;'. IN. 
CRUIm DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
COi'iVERSION FACl):'OR 1.555 

































DRY li:ATERIAL 3.70 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CRlJ 1113 DEPTH 1.0 TN. 
CO''VER::;ION FACTOR 1.33 
230 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 15. 
SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE 
231 
WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PRESE1TT PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
10:50 14.6605 18.6582 3.9977 17.3332 2.6727 1.3250 0.497 
11:20 13.7630 17.4709 3.7079 16.3007 2.5377 1.1702 0.462 
11:50 13.3200 17.3084 3.9884 16.0698 2.7498 1.2386 0.450 
12:20 14.2698 18.2829 4.0131 11.0843 2.8145 1.1986 0.425 
1:20 13.2736 17.6885 4.4149 16.4724 3.1988 1.2161 0.381 
1:50 13.8686 17.4492 3.5606 11.5064 2.6378 0.92G8 0.350 
2:20 14.6947 18.9681 4.2734 17.7897 3.0950 1.1784 0.381 
2:50 13.5720 17.3115 ~7395 16.4298 2.8578 0.8817 0.309 
3:20 13.3989 ~.1376 3.7387 16.2964 2.8975 0.8412 0.291 
3:50 13.7933 17.1008 3.3075 16.4363 2.6430 0.6625 0.251 
TIME TEMPl!:RATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CARE OF CAKE 
10:50 10.0 
11:20 49 65 47 52 51 53.5 10.0 
11:50 52 68 52 59 57 56 10.0 
12:20 53 70 57 61 60 57.5 10.0 
1:20 55 72 60 65 63 60 10.0 
1:50 56 73 58 63 61 60 15.0 
2:20 57 73 65 65 63 59 10.0 
2:50 58 74 63 65 64 61 10.2 
3:20 58 75 65 65 63 62 10.0 
3:50 58 74 62 65 65 62 10.0 
STEAM PRESSURE 17 LB. PER SQ. IN'. TOTAL DH¥ '~IgHf 13.562 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT 8.875 LB. SAMPLE DRY ~~IGHT 4.687 LB. 
TOTAL WET ViEIGHT 14.00 LB. WATER LOST 0.438 LB. 
SAMPLE WET WEIGHT 5.125 LB. MOISTURE CONTENT 8.55% 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 16 
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TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET DRY DRY PRESENT PER LB.DRY 
~NEIG:rrr WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
6:20 14.0981 19.3262 5.2281 17.6346 3.3365 1.6916 0.478 
6:50 17.6558 23.1836 5.5278 21.5118 3.8560 1.6718 0.433 
7:20 18.5496 24.0046 5.5440 22.5131 3.9635 1.4915 0.377 
7:50 18.5998 24.2445 5.6449 22.9893 4.3895 1.2552 0.286 
8:20 17.7992 23.0710 5.2718 22.1357 4.3365 0.9352 0.216 
8:50 17.4400 22.7504 5.3104 27.1179 4.6779 0.6325 0.135 
9:20 18.0770 22.6309 4.5539 22.1865 4.1095 0.4444 0.108 
TUIfE TEMPER ATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.OIt' HG 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
6:20 10.0 
6:50 127 83 80 76 78 72 10.2 
7:20 127 85 87 78 78 72 10.0 
7:50 131 88 91 79 80 75 10.0 
8:20 130 90 93 80 81 77 9.8 
8:50 128 92 116 80 80 78 10.0 
9:20 188 93 83 83 80 78 9.9 
STF'...AM PRESSURE 30 LB. psi. MOISTURE CONTENT 32.4;t 
DRYING RATE DATA 










































DRY IvTATERIAL 3.42 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CRU1ffi DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
CO:-;VERSI01: FACTOR 1.22 






































DRY 1'5ATERIAL 3.43 LB. 
TRAv AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CRUMB DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
COl;vERSIOlr FACTOR 1.22 
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4:00 18.6917 22.9718 
4:30 17.5521 22.0714 
5:00 17.8622 22.4598 
5:30 17.8057 21.6546 
6:00 13.7630 17.1722 
6:30 13.3200 16.3651 
7100 14.2698 16.6555 
VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 17. 
SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE 
WET DRY DRY 
WEIGHT W1SIGHT WEIGHT 
GM. GM. GM. 
4.2801 21.8199 3.1282 
4.5202 21.0271 3.4759 
4 .5876 21.5873 3.6851 
3.8489 21.0798 3.2741 
3.4092 16.9243 3.1613 
3.0451 16.2587 2.9387 
2.3857 16.6501 2.3803 
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WATER LES.WATER 










TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN. OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
4:00 20.0 
4:30 128 85 68 69 69 69 20.0 
5:00 128 86 71 70 69 69 20.1 
5:30 128 87 90 71 69 73.5 20.0 
6:00 128 88 88 73 69 73 20.0 
6:30 128 92 106 85 85 75 20.0 
7:00 129 93 109 98 96 74 20.0 
TRAY WEIGHT 8.87 LB. TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 12.50 LB. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 13.94 LB. SAMPLE DRY ~~IGHT 6.51 LB. 
SAMPLE WET VlEIGHT 5.07 LB. WATER LOST 1.44 LB. 
MOISTURE CONTENT 28.5% 
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VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 18 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL ~AMPLE WATER LBS WATER 
TARE WET VIET DRY DRY PRESENT PER LB. DRY 
WEIGHT V.rEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
11:00 17.6558 22.2767 4.6209 20.7600 3.1012 1.5167 0.488 
11:30 18.5496 23.1414 4.5921 21.8050 3.2554 1.3367 0.411 
12:00 18.5998 23.5840 4.9842 22.3634 3.7636 1.2206 0.325 
12:~0 17.7992 22.3812 4.5820 21.3634 3.564~ 1.0178 0.286 
1:40 18.0400 21.5542 4.1142 21.00~0 3.5630 0.5512 0.156 
2:00 18.0770 21.9688 3.8918 21.6990 3.6220 0.2698 0.0744 
2:30 14.6605 17.9684 3.3079 17.7783 3.1178 0.1901 0.0612 
3:00 1~.7630 17.1862 3.4232 17.0657 3.3027 0.1205 0.0365 
TIME TEiVrPERATURE-DEGREES CENTIGRADE VACUUM 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP . MIDDLE BOTTO~,r AIR IN.OF GU. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE OF CAKE 
11:00 20.0 
11:30 109 74 60 65 64 58 20.0 
12:00 109 75 64 66 64 60 20.0 
12:30 112 78 68 67 66 62 .20.0 
1:40 110 78 76 68 70 65 20.0 
2:00 109 78 77 69 68 59 20.0 
2:30 110 80 85 73 75 60 20.a 
3:00 III 82 84 81 76 65 20.0 
STEAM PRESSURl£ 8 LB. PER SQ.. IN. TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 12.50 LB. 
TRAY WEIGHT ~.i~ LB SA1VlP~ DRY WEIGHT 3.37 LB. 
TOTAL WET ViJEIGHT 14.19 LB. WATER LOST 1.69 LB. 
SAMPLE WET VVEIGHT 5.06 LB. MOISTl,TRE CONTENT 33.4% 
DRYING RATE DATA 






























































DRY MATERIAL 3.56 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CR'tJ1t:B DEPTH 1. 0 IN. 
CO~;VERSION FACTOR 1.247 










































DRY ~.m.TERIAL 3.625 LB. 
TRAY AREA 400 SQ. IN. 
CRUMB DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
CQI'V;J;RSlOi" FACTOR 1.308 
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VACUUM DRYI~G DATA 
RUN NO. V 19 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE 
TARE WET V'ffi'T DRY DRY 
'Ih'EIGHT WEIGHI' WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT 
GM. GM. GF. GM. GM. 
11:03 13.6813 17.0742 3.3929 16.0518 2.3705 
11:33 13.3408 15.8133 2.4725 15.1807 1.$399 
12:03 13.4604 16.7756 3.3152 16.2218 2.6614 
12:33 13.2114 16.08S9 2.8775 15.6508 2.4394 
1:03 13.5424 16.1676 2.6252 15.8778 2.3354 
1:33 14.1409 16.3528 2.2119 16.2187 2.0778 
2:03 14~0961 16.8805 2.7824 16.8060 2.7079 
2:33 17.6572 20.5556 2.8984 20.5440 2.8864 
3:0318.5496 21.5107 2.9611 21.5083 2.9589 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
UPPER MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKE OF CAKE O},<' CAKE 
11:03 
11:33 121 80 61 69 66 
12:03 122 81 67 ij9 67 
12:33 120 78 67 69 67 
1:03 120 80 74 69 66 
1:33 120 82 80 70 68 
2:03 120 83 85 80 79 
2:33 123 88 95 97 94 
3:03 123 79 102 105 100 
237 
WATER LBS.WATER 









































TRAY WEIGHT 9.125 LB TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 12.75 LB. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 14.125 LB. SAUPLE DRY WEIGtrr 9.62$ LB 
SAMPEL WET WEIGHT 5.00 LB. MOISTURE CONTENT 27:-5% • 
WATER LOST 1.375 LB. 
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VACUUM DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. V 20. 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATlSR 
TARE WET WET DRY DRY PREl:)~T PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT Wi!:IGHT WEIGHT W,tl;IGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. GM. 
10:30 14.6605 18.9246 4.2641 17.5904 2.9297 1.3342 0.455 
11:00 13.7630 16.9474 3.2814 15.9984 2.2354 1.0460 0.444 
11:30 13.3200 15.9184 2.5984 15.1445 1.8245 0.7':/,39 0.423 
12:00 11.2698 17.6430 3.3732 16.6382 2.7684 1.0048 0.424 
12:30 1~.2736 17.5525 4.2789 16.2896 3.1160 1.2829 0.126 
1:30 13.8686 18.1657 4.2971 16.9712 3.1026 1.[948 0.385 
2:00 14.6947 17.9378 3.2431 16.8782 2.1835 1.0596 0.485 
2:30 13.5720 17.2126 3.b406 16.1850 2.6130 1.0276 0.293 
3:00 14.6205 18.4927 3.8712 17.3e4J. ~.7636 1.1076 0.400 
3:30 14.2448 17.6706 3.3~59 16.6903 2.4459 0.8800 0.360 
4:00 13.4995 12.5957 4.0967 16.2815 2.7185 1.3777 0.506 
4:30 13.6208 16.7795 3.1587 15.7180 2.0972 1.0615 0.506 
TIME TEMPERA TURE- DEGRE.'ES CENTI GRADE VACUUM 
UPPl!:R MIDDLE TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR IN.OF HG. 
SHELF SHELF OF CAKlS OF CAKE OF CAKE 
10:30 20.0 
11:00 45 56 39 41 58 51 20.2 
11:30 46 57 47 50 52 52 19.6 
12:00 46 60 48 50 55 52 20.2 
1~:30 47 61 50 52 55 52 20.3 
1:30 47 61 50 52 55 53 20.3 
2:00 49 62 52 52 56 52 20.4 
2:30 49 62 50 52 56 52 20.4 
3:00 50 63 50 53 56 54 20.2 
3:30 51 63 51 54 57 53 20.3 
4:00 51 64 52 55 57 52 20.1 
4:30 51 64 51 55 56 20.3 
STEAM PRESSURE 16 LB.PER SQ. IN. 
TRAY WEIGHT 9.08 LB. 
TOTAL WET 'WEIGHT 17.16 LB 
SAMPLE WET WEIGHT 8.08 LB. 
DRYING RATE DATA 











































LB • 1!l.A. TER 































































ROTARY VACUlnfl DRYING DATA 
RUN NO. R 1 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE VtlET WET DRY LOST PER LB.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. 
11:30 352.4 397.S 45.4 30.08 14.6 0.474 
12:00 352.1 415.6 63.5 42.97 20.53 0.471 
12:30 352.9 406.1 53.2 39.14 14.06 0.3.59 
1:05 349.6 404.6 55.0 46.72 8.28 0.177 
1:30 358.9 400.1 41.2 37.91 3.29 0.OS68 
2:00 349.4 400.6 51.2 4S.62 2.58 0.0552 
2:30 354.9 409.3 54.4 52.19 2.21 0.0424 
3:00 354.S 398.6 43.8 43.31 0.49 0.0113 
3:30 353.2 419.4 66.2 66.5 0 
4:00 355.1 397.4 42.3 0 
VACUUM 29.0 IN. OF MERCURY 
RUN NO. R 2 
4:20 355.8 440.0 84.2 61.27 22.93 0.374 
4:50 353.7 416.4 62.7 49.56 13.14 0.265 
5:20 339.7 414.5 74.8 65.09 9.71 0.149 
6:50 338.8 398.4 59.6 59.44 0.16 0.00269 
VACUUM IS IN. OF 'MERCURY 
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(' 
ROTARY VACUUM DRYE~G DATA 
RUN NO. R 3 
TTME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE 'A'ET "VET DRY LOST PER LB.DRY 
V:EIGHT WEIGh~ WEIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. 
11:35 339.0 365.2 26.2 19.63 5.57 0.335 
11:05 338.1 392.0 53.9 41.39 12.51 0.302 
12:35 332.5 408.0 70.5 56.12 14.38 0.256 
1:05 345.5 390.0 55.5 45.38 10.12 0.223 
1:40 336.4 389.3 52.9 47.57 5.33 0.112 
2:20 331.4 367.3 35.9 32.87 2.83 0.086 
2:55 332.0 368.7 36.7 33.92 2.78 0.0821 
3:55 337.2 391.7 54.3 53.02 1.28 0.0241 
4:10 336.7 392.4 55.7 55.15 0.55 0.0100 
VACU1J1! 10 1M ..... OF 7lERCURY 
RUN NO. R 4 
12:25 339.2 400.6 61.4 47.35 14.05 0.297 
12:55 338.5 392.7 54.2 42.45 11.75 0.277 
1:25 337.5 402.2 64.7 56.05 8.65 0.154 
2:10 336.1 367.1 31.0 30.02 1.00 0.0333 
2:40 336.5 3£31.3 44.<!3 44.25 0.55 0.0125 
3:10 334.8 393.6 58.8 58.97 
3:40 332.2 373.4 41.2 41.42 
4:20 337.3 338.4 56.2 57.27 
VAC1JUM 29.5 IN. OF MERCURY 
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ROTARY VACUUM DRYING DATA 
mm NO. R 5 
TIME BOTTLE TOTAL SAMPLE SAMPLE WATER LBS.WATER 
TARE WET WET DRY LOST PER L13.DRY 
WEIGHT WEIGHT 1JI.1EIGHT WEIGHT MATERIAL 
GM. GM. GM. GM. 
11:10 331.2 393.3 62.1 41.57 20.53 0.493 
11:40 339.2 398.6 59.4 41.56 17.90 0.432 
12:10 338.5 394.4 55.9 41.52 14.38 0.346 
1:10 337.5 400.9 63.4 55.57 7.62 0.137 
1:40 334.8 391.5 56.7 54.30 2.40 0.0443 
2:10 336.5 388.1 51.6 50.90 0.70 0.0138 
2':,50 337.3 392.3 60.0 59.81 0.15 0.00318 
3:50 332.2 376.7 44.5 44.63 
VACUUM 23 IN. OF l\lfERCURY 
AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 




































































BOT'l'LE TARE WEIGHT 
TOTAL WET ~~IGET 
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 
DRY CRUHB 
WATER LOST 
LB.WATER PER LB.D.M. 
TII':E TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TOP MIDDLE BOT1'OM INLET DTn~T OUTLET O1.TTLET 
OF CAI<E OF CAKE OF CAIO: DRY BULB WET 3UL3 DRY BULB ViETB"G'LB 
11:40 
12 :00 108 97 97 . 97.5 120 101.0 
12:20 108 97 96 98.6 91.4 117.5 96.8 
12:40 108 97 97 95.9 91.7 118. 96.8 
1:40 III 100 100 96.8 94.3 120 95.8 
2:00 III 102 102 98.8 93.5 121 96.8 
2:20 115 102 104 100.4 93.5 121 97 ",6 
:!:40 117 106 106 100.7 95.3 121:. 97.3 
3:00 117 109 109 100.4 95.3 182 97.9 
3:20 117 109 109 100.4 94.6 122 97.6 
3:40 120 109 109 90.3 94.6 122 97,6 
4:00 120 109 109 98.6 95.7 121 96.EI 
6:10 120 113 113 96.8 92.5 123 96.8 



























0.038 0.032 ro IJl>. 
~ 
AIR DRYIPG DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUI.~B 
RUN NO. A 2 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB.WATER 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY 
GM. ml~. MAT-~:RIAL STEAM PRESSURE 5 LB. psi. 
CRUMB SIZE AS RECEIVED 
2:00 156.6464 45.58 0.517 CRUI'm DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
2:30 150.1012 42.05 0.445 TRAY TARE 13. GM. 
3:00 145.9369 37.87 0.401 DRY ?,'ATFR rAL 94.5 GM. 
3:30 141.9473 33.88 0.359 AIR VELOCITY 400 FT. PER MHT. 
4:00 138.5682 30.50 0.323 BOTTLE TARE WEIGHT 14.2605 GM. 
4:30 135.5192 27.45 0.290 TOTAL VliET WEIGl-IT 20.7332 GM. 
5:00 132.8772 24.80 0.269 TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 18.6437 GM. 
5:30 130.7200 22.65 0.240 DRY CRFT.13 4.0.232 GM. 
p:OO 127.4670 19.40 0.205 WATER LOST 2.0895 GM. 
7:00 124.9926 :~16. 92 °.179 LB.~:YATER PER LB.D.M. 0.517 
TD.:E TEMPERATT.:'RE - DEGREES FAHRENHEIT HUM!:DITY 
LB • V~A TER PER LB. 
TOP riIIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET our LET OUTLET DRY AIR 
OF CAFE OF CAKE OF CAKE DRY B~JLB WET 31JLB DRY BULB \~'ET BULB INLE'l' OUTLET 
. ~:OO 
2:30 81 72 84 79.5 58.1 10.4 67.1 0.0056 0.0058 
3:00 88 75 84 79.5 58.1 104 67.5 0.0055 0.0060 
3:30 93 84 86 80.2 58.3 104 67.5 0.0054 0.0060 
4:00 97 90 86 80.2 58.3 104 67.1 0.0054 0.0058 
4:30 99 95 90 80.2 58.6 104 67.5 °.0055 0.0061 
5:00 100 99 95 80.6 59.0 104.2 67.5 0.0057 0.0061 
5:30 102 100 100 80.6 59.0 104 68 0.0057 0.0064 




























AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 3 
WATER I.E .WATER 
PRESEWr PER L3. DRY 
m:T. IVf.A TER IAL STEMI! PRESSURE 20 LB. psi. 
CRmm SIZE AS RECEIVED 
36.48 0.349 CRurlS DEPTH ~O.O IN. 
29.05 0.279 TRAY TARE 13.56 GM. 
23.59 0.226 DRY ::TATERIAL 109.5 011[. 
18.61 0.179 AIR ,VELOCITY 400 FT.PER MIN 
15.40 0.148 BOTTLE TZ-RE WEIGHT 18.0770 GM. 
13.67 0.131 TOTAIJ VmT WEIGHT 25.8437 m{l. 
11.35 0.109 TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 23.8022 GH. 
8.46 0.0811 DRY CRmm 5.7252 GM. 
7.50 0.0720 WATER LOST 2.0415 GM. 
5.86 0.0562 L'e,.WATER PER LB D.M. 0.349 
TIME TEI.iPERATURE- DEGRE~ S FAHRENHEIT HUYIDITY 
L3. WATER PER r,B 
TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INlET OUTLET OUTLET DRY AIR 
OF CAlm OF CAKE OF CAKE DRY :3ULB WET 3UL3 DRY BULB WET BULB INLET OUTLET 
11:20 
11:50 138 96.8 109 101.3 71.6 167 89.6 0.0097 0.012 
12:20 138 102.2 104 71.6 168.8 89.2 0.012 
12:50 142 124 137 102.2 71.6 161.6 89.6 0.0096 0.0137 
1":20 145 138 140 102.2 71.6 161.6 91.4 0.0096 0.016 
1:50 145 13CJ 140 105.8 161.6 0.0103 0.013 
2:20 147 142 140 105.8 163.4 89.2 0.0126 0.013 
3:00 147 142 141 105.8 163.4 SQ.6 0.011 0.0144 
3:30 147 145 144 105.8 163.4 90 w 0.0108 0.011 
































AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR ACROSS CRUrffi 
RUN NO. A 4 
WATER LB.WATER 












120 FT. PER MIN. 
THROUGH 0.371 IN. 




OUTIET OUTLET HUl1:ITDITY 
DRY BULB WET BULB LB. WATER PER 
of of LB. DRY AIR 
OUTLET 
211 101 0.022 
212 
214 102 0~022 
213 100 0~021 
212 101 0~023 
215 102 0.025 
214 102 0.026 
INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINATION: 
BOTTLE TARE WEIGHT 13.2736 GM. 
TOTAL v\TET Vv'EIGHT 18.6370 GM. 
TOTAL DRY VffiIGHT 17~1174 GM. 
DRY CRmffi 3.8438 GM. 
WATER LOST 1~5196 GM. 




DRYING RATE DATA 


















SLOPE DR~nNG BATE 
OF 
C~JRVE LB. WATER 




















TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
COnVERSION FACTOR 0.296 
RUN NO. A 3 (Cont'd) 
0.375 
0.350 
0.325 2.08 0.574 
0.300 1.78 0.493 
0.275 1.58 0.437 
0.250 1.35 0.374 
0.225 1.25 0.348 
0.200 1.00 0.276 
0.175 0.88 0.253 
0.150 0.71 0.196 
0.125 0.60 0.166 
0.100 0.50 0.138 
0.075 0.42 0.115 
0.050 0.36 0.0991 
0.O~5 
TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN 
COl!VERSION FACTOR 0.368 
































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
COIJVERSION FACTOR 0.249 
















TRAY AREA 9 SQ. I!\T. 




























AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 5 
WATER LB. WATER 










4~ LB. psi. 
400 Ft Per Min. 
TIffiOUGH 0.371 IN. 




INLET INLET HUMIDITY 
DRY BULB DRY BUlB LB. WATER PER 
OF OF IB. DRY AIR 
INLET 
133 82.4 0.0130 
131 80~8 0.011 
131 80.8 0.011 
133 
133 80~8 0.011 
133 78.8 0.0098 
131 78.8 0.010 
INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINATION: 
BOTTLE TARE VmlGHT 13.5720 GM. 
TOTAL WET '~IGHT 19.1478 GM. 
TOTAL DRY WEIGHr 17.4915 GM. 
DRY CRUMB 3.9195 GM. 
LB. WATER PER LB.D.M. 0~422 




AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRmm 
RUN NO. A 6 
T I 1iffi: TOTAL WATER LB.WATER 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER L,13. DRY 
GM. GM. l1ATERIAL STEAM PRESSURE 
CRtJMB SIZE 
11:04 160.077 52.07 0.550 
11:24 152.706 44.71 °.472 CRUMB DEPTH 
11:44 145.890 37.89 0.400 TRAY TARE 
12:04 140.464 37.46 0.343 DRY ~JATERIAL 
12:34 133.794 25.79 0.272 AIR VELOC I T£ 
1:04 127.900 19.90 0.210 DOT.TLE TAR!-;; WEIGHT 
1:40 123.682 15.68 0.165 TOTAL ?lET WEIGHT 
2f04 121.543 13.54 0.143 TOTAL DRYVVEIGHT 
2:34 119.546 11.55 0.122 DRY CRm:m 
3:04 116.955 8.96 0.0947 WATER LOST 
3:34 115.140 7.14 0.0753 LB.WATER PER LB D. M. 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET OUTLET 
OF CAI'~ OF' CAI'E OF CAEE DRY BULB VffiT BTJLB DRY BULB 
11:04 
11:24 127 106 120 134 85.8 180 
11:44 144 117 122 134 86.7 181 
12:04 147 126 126 131 85.5 180 
12:!4 158 144 144 132 85.7 180 
1:04 176 167 165 133 86.7 182 
1:40 181 178 178 133 86.7 182 
2:04 185 181 181 134 87.8 182 
2:34 187 185 18l 13~ 86.0 180 
3:04 188 187 185 135 82. t) 183 
3:34 188 187 185 136 82.0 183 
42 LB. psi. 
THROUGH 0.371 Thf 




























DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. A5( C~nt 'd) RUN NO. A 6 (Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
COHTENT OF OF 
LB.WATER CURVE LB.WATER CURVE LB.WATER 
PER LB. DRY PER sq. FT PER SQ. FT. 
MATERIAL PER HOUR PEn HOl1R 
0.500 2.33 0.775 
0.475 2.33 0.775 
0.450 2.22 0.:739 
0.425 2.08 0.694 
0.400 2.78 0.94 1.92 0.629 
0.375 2.63 0.89 1.67 0.556 
0.350 2.50 0.846 1.63 0.543 
0.325 2.44 0.825 1.50 0.500 
0.300 2.32 0.785 1.40 0.467 
0.275 2.13 0.720 1.35 0.450 
0.250 2.00 0.677 1.22 0.407 
0.225 1.67 0.565 1.06 0.353 
0.200 1.54 0.521 0.88 0.293 
0.175 1.40 0.474 0.68 0.226 
0.150 1.15 0.389 0.58 0.193 
0.125 1.00 o 338 0.49 0.163 
0.100 0.78 0:264 0.43 0.143 
0.075 0.55 0.186 0.34 0.113 
0.050 0.36 0.122 
0.025 0.22 0.0745 
TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 0.338 CmJVERSION FACTOR 0.333 
AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 7 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB. WATER 
VmIGHT PRESENT PER LB.DRY 
GM. GM. MATERIAL STEAM PRESSURE 
CRTJTJv13 SIZE 
4:10 164.999 54.24 0.563 
4:30 160.673 50.11 0.517 CRUMB DEPTH 
4:50 154.653 44.39 0.458 TRAY TARE 
5:30 144.530 34.27 0.354 DRY YlATEHIAL 
6:00 138.192 27.93 0.288 AIR VELOCITY 
6:30 134.983 24.72 0.255 BOTTLE TARE VffiIGh~ 
7:00 131.748 21.49 0.222 TOTAL W~ ~~IGHT 
7:30 129.068 18.81 0.194 'l'OTAL DRY W"EIGHT 
8:00 126.700 16.44 0.170 DR'.! CRUMB 
8:30 124.085 13.73 0.142 WATER IOST 
9:00 122.351 12.09 0.125 LB. v\ATE~~ PER LB. D. M. 
Tlt1E TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAh"RENEITH 
TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET OUTLET 
OF CAKE OF . CAKE OF CAKE DRY BULB WET BULB DRY BUIB 
4:10 
4:30 122 118 144 115 103 177 
4:50 138 126 147 115 103 178 
5:30 165 133 143 118 107 181 
6:00 172 146 143 114 107.5 181 
6:30 176 147 149 115 109.4 181 
7:00 176 154 156 113 107.5 181 
7:30 178 162 162 114 107.5 181 
8:00 181 169 176 114 104 181 
8:30 187 171 169 111 104 182 
9:00 183 176 176 113 105.8 186 
45 LB. psi. 
TI--IRU (}. 371 n~. 




































































AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 8 
LB.WATER 















C }{(J!;TB DEPTH 
TRAY TARE 
DRY ?,f:ll..'rEH IA L 
AIR VELOCrry 
BOTTLE TARE V{BIGH'l' 
TOTAL VJET \I\TEIGHT 
TOTAL DRY vVEIGHT 
DRY CRUMB 
WATER LOST 
LB.wA'r1!E PER LB. D. M. 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TOl:' MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET 
































































~5 LB. pSi. 
THRU 0.371 IN. 





























DRYDW RATE DATA 
RffiJ NO. A 7 (Cont'd) RUN NO. A 8 (Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CONTENT OF OF 
LB. WATER CURVE LB. WATER LB.WATER 
P;ER J,B.DRY PER SQ. FT PER SQ. FT. 
MATERIAL PER HOUR PER HOUR 
0.500 1.67 0.57 2.40 0.750 
0.475 1.67 0.57 2.24 0.695 
0,450 1.67 0.57 2.10 0.664 
0.425 1.57 0.535 1.92 0.606 
0:400 1.54 0.525 1.80 0.569 
0.375 1.43 0.488 1.70 0.537 
0.350 1.30 0.443 1.61 0.507 
0.325 1.18 0.403 1.51 0.474 
0.300 1.01 0.344 1.40 0.443 
0.275 0.89 0.304 1.31 0.414 
0.250 0.75 0.256 1.14 0.360 
0.225 0.60 0.204 1.02 0.322 
0.200 0.53 0.181 0.80 0.253 
0.175 0.49 0.167 0.70 0.221 
0.150 0.45 0.153 0.58 0.183 
0.125 0.36 0.123 0.Q6 0.177 
0.100 0 0.55 0.167 
0.075 0.46 0.146 
0.050 0.46 0.146 
TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. TRAY AREA 9 SQ. pi " .. 
COEVERSION FA:;TOR 0.341 CONVERSION FACTOR 0.316 
AIR DRYDTG DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 9 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB.WAER 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY 
Gl'I1. GM. MATERIAL STEAM PRESSURE 5 LB. psi. 
CR UI.ffi SIZE AS RECElv""ED 
11:55 164.9076 46.54 0.445 CRUI;m DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
12:25 157.3646 38.99 0.390 TRAY TARE 13.3694 GM. 
12:55 151.9422 33.57 0.322 DRY :JATERIAL 104.8 G~~. 
1:25 146.7197 28.35 0.270 AIR VELOC ITY ioo FT. PER MIN 
1:55 143.1299 24.76 0.246 BOTTLE TARE vnUGHT 13.6813 GM. 
2:25 140.7859 22.42 0.204 TOTAL ~ro;T ~~IGHT 19.0402 GH. 
2:55 13f3.0237 19.65 0.187 TOTAL DR'! WEIGHT 17.4233 mlr. 
3:25 136.0522 17.68 0.169 DRY CRUMB 3.7420 GM. 
3:55 134.7124 11.44 0.157 WATER LOST 1. 6169 m.~. 
4:25 133.0330 14.66 0.1140 LB. WATER PElt LB D. ;'.1 • 0.445 
TIME TEMPERAT'JRE- DEGREES FAh'1uc:nIEIT HUMIDITY 
TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET OtlTIJET OUTLET LB. WATER Plit 
OF CAKE OF CAl(E OF CA:KE DRY BULB WET B11 LB DRY BULB WET BULB LB.DRY AIR 
D~LET OUTLET 
11:55 
12:25 III 86 99 80.6 59.9 129.8 77.9 0.0062 0.008 
12:55 118 93 99 80.6 59.9 129.2 79.5 0 .. 0062 0.011 
1:25 118 102 104 80.6 59.9 129.2 78.6 0.0062 0.0095 
1:55 122 108 102 81.7 81.5 130.0 80.4 0.0071 0.0125 
2:25 126 III 106 81.5 80.6 131.0 78.8 0.0064 0.011 
3:25 12'7 122 117 80.4 80.4 130.9 78.1 0.0066 0.009 
3:55 128 124 120 80.6 80.4 131.0 79.2 0.0060 0.012 





























AIR DRYING DATA - AIR 
RUN NO. A 10 
WATER LB. WATER 























DRY lvlATERIAL 57.2 GM. 
TRAY TARE 9.45 01,1. 
DRY MATERIAL 81.60 GM. 
TRAY TARE 11.08 GM. 
ro ('.11 
C1l 

























AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
































BOTTLE WARE WT. 
TOTAL Vv'ET WT. 
TOTAL DR:! WT. 
DRY CRUMB 
WATER LOST 
LB. v;,ATEi-:: PER IB 
D.M. 
TI:!E TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM I:'iiLET P("LET OUTLET 
OF CAKE OF' CAKE OF CAKE DRY BULB WET ""3TJLB DRY BULB 
10:50 
11:10 151 126 108 122 73.0 168 
11:30 158 144 115 122 73.0 169 
11:50 165 156 1U3 125 73.4 170 
12:20 167 162 149 124 73.4 169 
1:50 179 171 163 126 J74.6 170 
2:20 174 172 167 129 74.7 170 
2:50 176 172 167 129 73.4 171 
3:20 171 171 167 12;5 73.4 168 
3:50 171 172 167 127 73.4 168 



























DRYING RATE DATA 





















































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRUHB DEPTH 2 IN. 
CO~\JVERSION FACTOR 0.361 








































TRAY AREA 9 SQ.. IN. 
C RlTMf:3 D1JJPTI~L 1. IN. 
CONVER;;,ION FACTOR 0.201 
257 
258 
DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. A 10 (Cont'd) RUN NO. A 10 (Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
COli TENT OF OF 
LB. WATER CURVE LB'-WATER CURVE LB. WATER 
PER LB. DRY PER SQ..FT. PER SQ. FT 
1\{A T},.;R IAL PER H01JR PER HOUR 
0.425 2.60 0.749 2.10 0.819 
0.400 2.48 0.713 2'.02 0.738 
0.375 2.42 0.696 1.96 0.765 
0.350 2.41")0 ~ .. 0.696 1.79 0.698 
0.325 2.35 0.676 1.55 0.605 
0.300 2.11 0.606 1.30 0.507 
0.275 1.73 0.497 1.30 0.507 
0.250 1.40 0.403 1.20 0.468 
0.225 1.17 0.336 1.12 0.437 
0.200 0.96 0.276 0.98 0.381 
0.175 0.81 0.233 0.80 0.311 
0.150 0.68 0.196 0.60 0.253 
0.125 0.57 0.164 0.45 °.175 
0.100 0.42 u.121 0.38 0.150 
0.075 0.34 0.098 
0.050 0.16 0.046 
TRAY ARl!:A 9 SQ. IN. TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRUMB DEPTH 1.5 IN. CRU]'/fB DEPTH 2 IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 0.288 CONVERSIon FACTOR 0.389 
I ( 
CRUMB DEPTH 1 IN. 
TIME TOTAL WATER 
WEIGHT PRESENT 
GM. GM. 
1:55 103.1793 27.21 
2:25 95.0824 19.12 
2:55 90.1535 14.19 
3:25 86.4052 10.44 
3:55 83.8200 7.86 
4:25 81.8167 5.82 
4:55 80.2163 4.12 
5:55 78.0248 2.06 
7:35 75.9633 0 
CRUMB DEPTH 1.5 IN. 
1:55 135.7242 36.12 
2:25 129.e246·· 30.00 
2:55 124.1724 24.57 
3:25 119.2352 20.64 
3:55 115.6764 16.08 
4:25 112.8066 13.20 
4:55 109.8621 10.26 
5:55 106.3803 6.78 
7:35 102.6500 3.05 
AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRU1'JIB 
RUN NO. A 11 
LB. WATER 




0.213. DRY 1'IA PER IAL 








0.278 DRY MATERIAL 

















































AIR DRYING DATA - ACIR ACROSS CRUl\iB 
RtJN NO. A 11 (Cont'd) 
LB. WATER 
















TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAlffiEI{]EIT 
TOP :l4IDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET 




















































15 LB. psi. 
AS RECEIVED. 
13.5694 GM. 


























































AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACroSS CRUMB 































C HU'~B DE PT II 
TRAY TARE 
DRY ~i~ATER IAL 
AIR VELOCI'I'f 
TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENI'EIT 
MIDDLE BOTTOM INLET INLET OUTLET OtJTIET 





400 FT.PER MIN. 
HUMIDITY 
LB. WATER PER L3. 
DRY AIR 
OF CA},'E OF CAKE DRY BUL3 WET SUL3 DRY BULB WET 3UtS I Nl·E'l' OUTLET 
115 138 102 96.8 163 96.8 0.037 0.023 
126 126 100 97.7 163 102.0 0.039 0.031 
135 127 104 95.0 165 101.0 0.034 0.027 
142 135 100 98.6 163 104.0 0.041 0.0345 
147 144 98.6 93.2 165 102.0 0.035 0.031 
145 145 104 8g.9 159 100.0 0.027 0.0286 
145 145 104 91.4 165 102.0 0.034 0.031 
145 145 103 94.6 165 107.0 0.034 0.0306 
149 145 100 94.6 165 107.0 0.0345 0.031 
153 153 100 94.6 165 107.0 0.034 0.0306 ~ ()) 
I-' 
262 
DRYING RATE DATA 





























































TRAY AREA 9. SQ.. IN. 
CRUM3 DEPTH 1.0 IN. 
COt'iVERSION" FACTOR 0.234 





































TRAY AREA 9.SQ. IN. 
Cmn,lr:1 DEP'l'II 1.5 IN. 
CmJVERSION FA~OR 0.312 
DRYING RATE DATA 



























































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRTJ!i!~B DEPTH 2 IN • 
cmTVERSION FACTOR 0.409 




























TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRUMB DEPTH 2 IN. 










































AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRlT"rB 































BOTTLE TARE WEIGHT 
TOTAL 'It&T VmI G~T 
TOTAL DRY ~ffiIGHT 
DRY CRUMB 
WATER LOST 
Li3.WJ"TEH PE~l Li3 D.~~. 
TEMPERATURE- DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
MIDDLE BOTTOM OUTLET O1.TTIET 
OF CAKE OF CAKE DRY Bl;LB W~T BULB 
142 156 221.4 145.4 
145 162 224.6 143.6 
156 162 222.8 140.0 
176 176 224.2 140.0 
192 203 222.0 136.4 
208 207 223.4 138.2 
215 212 223.8 138.2 
50 LB. psi 
T:IRU 0.371 IN. 

















































AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR ACROSS CRU:I!fB 
RUN NO. A 14 
WATER LB. WATER 











50 LB psi. 
15 FT. PER MIN. 
THROUGH 0.371 IN. 
ON 0.185 IN. !.o IN. 
12.128 GM. 
107.4 GM 
OUTLET OUTLET HUMIDITY 
DRY BULB WET BULB LB. WATER PER LB. 
of of DRY AIR 
217.4 0.022 0.022 
214~ 0.024 0.024 
213. 0.021 0.021 
212. 0.025 0.025 
215. 0.027 0.027 
214. 0.026 0.02.6 
INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINATION: 
BOTTLE TARE \VEIGHT 13.2736 GM. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 18.6370 GM. 
TOTAL DRY Vv'EIGHT 17.1174 GM 
DRY CRUMB 3~8438 GM: 
WATER LOST 1.5196 GM 




DRYn~G RATE DATA 
RUN NO. A 13 (Cont'd) RUN NO. A 14 (Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CONTENT OF 
LB. WATER CURVE LB. WATER 
PER LB.DRY PER SQ. FT. 
MATERIAL PER HOUR 
0~425 1.90 0~65 
0~400 1~90 0.65 
0.375 1~90 0.65 
0~350 1.90 0~65 
0.325 1.86 0.636 
0.300 1.72 0.587 
0~275 1~6E 0~567 
0.250 1.52 0.52 
0.225 1.36 0~465 
0.200 1~20 0~410 
0.175 I~02 0.349 
0.150 0.90 0.312 
0~125 .0.78 0~267 
0.100 0~70 0.240 
O~075 0.60 0.206 
0.050 0.45 0.154 
0.025 0.27 0.0958 
TRIY AREA 9 SQ.. IN 
CRU1;TB DEPTH 2 IN 
CO~~SION FACTOR 0.342 
SI.OPE DRYING RATE 
OF 
CURVE LB. WATER 














TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRmm DEPTH 2 IN. 

























AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRmm 

























BOTTLE TARE ~lT. 
TOTAL vTI';T WT. 
TOTAL DRY WT. 
DRY CRUMB 
WATER LOST 
LB. WATEH PER LB. 
50 LB. psi. 
THHU 0.371 IN. 


















TEMPERATlffiE- DEGREES FAI-m.sNEEIT 
MIDDLE BOTTOM 





































AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS C RUj~B 
RUN NO. A 16 






































CRUBB SIZE TIffiU 0.371 IN. 





























2 •. ~8 
1.95 
LB.WATER 






















DRY MATERIAL 93.7 GM. 
TRAY TARE 13.382 GM. 
cmnm DEPTl-r 2.0 IN. 
DRY }tATERIAL 106.4 GM. 
TRAY TAm.: 11. 819 GM. 




AIR DRYDrG DATA- AIR ACROSS CRUMB 
R1..irN NO. A 16 (Cont'd) 


























WATER LB. WATER 































































































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRlJ1:TB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 0.330 






































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CR:JM3 DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
Cm,JVERSIO~ FACTOR 0.330 
DRYING RATE DATA 


























































TRAY AREA 9 SQ.IW. 
CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
C01;:VERSION FACTOR 0.375 






































TRAY AREA g SG.l. IN. 
CRTTMB DEPTH 2.0 IN • 
CONVERSIOn FACTOR 0.387 
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22 LB. psi. 




AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR .ACROSS: CRUMB 
RUN NO. A 16 
(Cont'd) 
LB.WATER 















































INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINATION: 
BOTTLE TARE WEIGHT 13.2736 GM. 
TOTAL WET WElm1T 18~S348 GM. 
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 17~1909 GM. 
DRY CRUMB 3; 9173 GM. 
WATER LOST 1~6439 GM. 



































AIR DRYING DATA- AIR ACROSS CRTmB 



























52 LB. psi. 
330 FT. PER rUN. 
TERU 0.371 IN. 












































INITIAL YOISTURE CO~'1TENT DETERMINATI01J: 
BOTTLE TARE VIJ'EI GH'P 13. 4580 G!,~. 
TOTAL WET WEIGHT 18. 2077 m'~. 
TOTAL DRY VWEIGI-lT 16.7635 GM. 
DRY cmnm 3.3055 GM. 
WATER LOST 1.4442 G M. 




DRYING RATE DATA 



















































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRUl\m DEPTH 2.0 TIT 
COUVERSTON FACTOR 0.380 








































TRAY AREA 9 SQ. IN. 
CRtlT3 DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
COlTVERSI on FACTOR 0.348 
274 
TIME WATEH LB.VL~TER 
AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 1 
IWMIDITY AIR TOTAL 
WEIGHT 
GM. 





LB. WA TER PER LB. VELOC ITY 





































TRAY TARE WEIGHT 404 GM. 














































DRY· ""fATERIAL 438. GM. S'fEA~~ PRESSURE 52 L5 • psi. 
CRUHB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 



















TRAY TARE WEIGHT 401 GM. DRY ~~TERIAL 435 GM. STEM,~ PRESSURE 52 LB. psi. 





DRYING RATE DATA 
RIDJ NO. T 1 (Cont'd) RUN NO. T 2(Cont'd) 
MOISTURE SLOPE DRYING RATE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CONTENT OF OF 
LB. WATER CURVE LB.WATER CURVE LB.WATER 
PER LB.DRY PER SQ. FT. PER SQ. FT. 
MATERIAL PER HOUR PER HOUR 
0.425 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0 •. 400 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.375 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.350 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.325 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.300 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.275 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.250 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.225 7.90 14.70 7.90 14.70 
0.200 4.00 7.44 6.00 11.10 
0.175 2.60 4.87 3.02 5.09 
0.150 1.64 3.05 1.76 3.26 
0.125 1.20 2.23 0.99 1.83 
0.100 0.90 1.68 0.70 1.30 
0.075 0.65 1.21 0.51 0.944 
0.050 0.41 0.713 0.38 0.703 
0.025 0.23 0.428 0.23 0.426 
~RAY AREA 48~1 SQ. IN· TRAY AREA 4$.[ SQ.Il'if. 


























AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 3 
LB.WATER TEMPERATURE 
PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 

























TRAY TARE WEIG!1T 402 GM. DRY MATERIAL 398 GM. STEAM PRE;:'SURE 52 LB psi. 
CRUMB SIZE ON o. 2 6~ IN. CRU1ffi DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN NOT. T 4 
3:28 1051.7 167.7 0.343 
3:33 982.3 98.3 0.203 177.8 96.8 
3:38 943.6 59.6 0.123 
3:48 918.0 34.0 0.0703 
3:58 905.8 21.8 0.0451 . 179.6 
4:13 996.3 12.3 0.0254 185.2 96.8 
4:28 891.0 7.0 0.0145 181.4 
TRAY· TARE WEIGHT 400.0 GM. DRY MATERIAL 488.0 GM. 










STEAM PRESSURE 35 LB. psi. 




AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUTvrB 
RUN NO. T 5 
Tn~ TOTAL WAT~R LB. WATER TE~1PERA TTJRE HUMIDITY AIR 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LB.~\ATER BER LB. VELOCITY 
GM. GM. WATERIAL INLET INIET DRY AIR FT.PER 
DRY BULB WET BULB MIN. 
11:12 969.5 113.1 0.252 
11:19 909.8 5;).4 0.119 147.0 80.6 0.007 495 
11:22 900.4 44.0 0.098 440 
11:32 890.7 34.0 v.0763 
11:42 885.2 28.8 0.0642 142.0 79.7 0.008 445 
11:57 877.0 20.6 0.0481 142.9 80.5 0.008 440 
12:12 872.6 16.2 0.0361 143.5 
1:45 856.4 
TRAY TARE VlEIGHT 408.8 GM. DRY 1'U\TERIAL 447.6 GM. STEAM PRESSURE 16 LB. psi. 
CnmlB SIZE TfffiOUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN. CRm-ill DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN 'NO. T 6 
3:02 1014.3 121.3 0.252 470 
3:07 946.7 53.7 0.111 88.1 480 
3:12 925.7 32.7 0.0673 141.0 87.8 0.016 440 
3:22 916.6 23.6 0.0486 141.0 88.7 0.018 430 
3:32 911.2 18.9 0.0390 14J..0 88.7 0.018 400 
3:47 904.3 11.3 0.0232 141.0 360 
DRY 893.0 
TRAY TARE V:lEIGE:"T 408.0 GM. DRY rfiATERIAL 485.0 GJit· STEAM PRESSURE 16 LB. psi. 
CRmm SIZE THROUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN. CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN •. 
ro 
-.J (l) 
DRYDJG RATE DATA 


























































TRAY AREA ~8.1 SQ. IN. 






























TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.908 
































TRAY AREA 4S~l SQ. IN. 
CO\fVERSIOIT FAr-TOR 2.08 



















TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ.lr:. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 2.06 
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AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR TILliOUGH CRUUB 
RUN NO. T 7 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB. WATER TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY AIR 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LB.WATER PER VELOCITY 
GM. GM. MATERIAL INLET INLET LB.DRY AIR FT. PER 
DRY BULB \lET BULB MIN. 
2:14 1011.1 163.0 0.370 
2:19 915.9 67.8 0.154 153.5 85.1 0.011 400 
2:24 895.7 47.6 0.108 155.6 85.3 0.011 390 
2:34 882.1 34.0 0.0773 155.3 85.2 0.011 330 
2:44 872.2 24.1 0.0548 155.3 85.2 0.011 350 
2:59 862.9 14.8 0.0336 155.8 85.4 0.011 350 
3:14 858.0 9.9 0.0225 155.8 340 
3:44 851.1 3.1 0.00705 154.4 89.1 0.015 350 
4:04 848.1 
TR./iY TARE W"EIGHT 408.5 GM. DRY iv'ATERIAL 439.6 GM. STEAM PRESSl~E 21 Ll. psi. 
CRUMB SIZE THROUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 n~. CRUYB DEPTE 2.0 IN. 
RUN NO. T 8 
11:01 1017.1 158.9 0.353 159.8 101.3 0.031 420 
11:06 922.2 ,.' 64.0 0.142 159.8 100.4 0.030 410 
11:11 897.0 38.8 0.0863 158.3 99.5 0.028 390 
11:21 884.4 26.2 0.0583 159.2 99.9 0.029 350 
11:31 876.0 17.8 0.0396 158.3 88.4 0.014 360 
11:46 868.1 9.9 0.022 157.1 88.4 0.014 330 
12:01 861.6 3.4 0.00755 158.0 88.4 0.014 340 
12:21 858.2 
TRAY TARE ''''EIGHT 409.0 GM. DRY MATERIAL 449.2 mK. STEA .. 1t PRESSURE 25 LB. psi. 





























AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 9 
L13.WATER 




































TRAY TARE VvTEIGHT 410.0 GM. DRY ~,m.TERIAL 419.3 GM. STEAM PRESSURE 50 LB. psi. 
CRmm SIZE ~,~1J§l1iT 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN. CRUBB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN NO. T 10 
0 1064.7 183.8 0.386 68 
5 1022.1 141.2 o .29fJ 
10 944.6 113.7 0.237 95.0 70 
15 963.9 83.0 0.174 168.8 95.0 0.019 78 
20 945.6 64.7 0.136 172.4 95.0 0.018 50 
30 918.3 37.5 0.0788 176.0 96.8 0.020 70 
50 902.2 21.3 0.0447 181.4 98.6 0.021 62 
80 886.0 5.1 0.0107 181.4 98.6 0.021 77 
100 88il.6 0.7 0.0015 181.4 98.6 0.021 76 
120 880.9 O. 0.00 182.3 74 
TRA"t TARE VVEIGHT 404.0 G-'. DRY MATERIAL 476.9 GU. STEAM PRESSURE 




DRYING RATE DATA 





















SLOPE DRYIKG RATE 
OF 
CURVE LB. WATER 















48.1 SQ. IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.873 
RtJN NO. T 9 (Cont'd) 
0.400 3.90 6.95 
0.375 3.90 6.95 
0.350 3.90 6.95 
0.325 3.90 6.95 
0.300 3.90 6.95 
0.275 3.90 6.95 
0.250 3.90 6.95 
0.225 3.30 4.89 
0.200 2.86 5.10 
0.175 2.37 4.25 
0.150 1.78 3.18 
0.125 1.22 2.18 
0.100 0.73 1.30 
0.075 0.40 0.713 
0.050 0.13 0.321 
TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ.IN 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.784 


































TRAv AREA 48.1 SQ.IN. 
CQ}~VERSION FACTOR 1.91 















TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ.IN. 
COJ'VERSION FACTOR 2.03 
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AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 11 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB. WATER TEMPERATURE HU1EDITY AIR 
Vv'EIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LB.WATER PER LB. VELOCITY 
GM. GM. MATERIAL INLET INLET DRY AIR FT. PER 
DRV BULB WET BULB 'lITN. 
0 581.2 47.0 0.366 
5 549.2 15.0 0.1169 182.3 98.2 0.021 206 
10 544.6 10.4 0.0813 180.5 100.4 0.024 207 
15 541.7 7.5 0.0584 180.5 207 
25 538.0 3.8 0.0296 . 182.3 98.6 0.021 210 
35 536.1 1.9 0.0145 186.8 97.7 0.019 210 
55 534.2 O. 186.8 98.2 °.021 211 
r:L'RAY TARE VaUGHT 405.7 GH. DRY "(fA TERIAL 128.5 GM. STEA]';f PRESS~~E 53 LB. psi. 
CRtJlIlTB SIZE TBROUGH 0.381 IN. ON. 0.185 IN. CRUlffi DEPTH O. 5 IN. 
RUN NO. T 12 
o. 770.6 78.1 0.273 
5 725.8 31.3 0.1095 184.1 101.3 0.025 190 
10 712.1 19.6 0.0685 179.6 98.2 0.021 175 
15 706.7 14.2 0.0496 170 
25 700.0 7.5 0.0263 185.0 98.6 0.020 180 
40 694.8 2.3 0.0080 186.8 99.5 0.020 180 
60 692.5 O. 186.8 99.5 °.020 185 
TRAY TARE WEIGHT 406.0 mff. Dffll" MATERIAL 286.5 GM. STEAM PRESSURE 46 LB. psi. 




AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 13 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB. WATER TEMPERATRE HUMIDITY AIR 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEITH LB. WATER PER LB. VELOCITY 
~M. GM. MATERIAL INLET INLET DRY AIR FT. PER 
DRY BULB lJIJET BULB Mn~ • 
2:04 1047.0 205.0 0.469 295 
2:09 908.0 66.0 0.151 179.6 92.4 u.0130 330 
2:14 883.0 41.0 °.0936 275 
2:19 869.0 27.0 0.0616 430 
2:24 861.0 19.0 0.0433 180.6 93.2 °.0140 390 
2:29 855.0 13.0 0.0397 320 
2:44 845.0 3.0 0.00685 340 
2:50 843.0 1.0 0.0023 179.6 93.6 0.0150 370 
3:14 842.0 0.0 0.0 3.15 
TRAY TARE WEIGHT 404 G~~. DRY YATERIAL 438. GM. STEAM PRESSURE 52 LB. psi. 
0RUMB"SIZE THROUGH 0.131 IN. CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN NO. T 14 
12:01 1006.2 196.2 0.48£ 221.0 113.0 0.037 200 
12:06 894.0 84.0 0.208 221.0 111.2 0.035 182 
12:11 842.0 32.0 0.0795 221.0 114.8 0.043 
12:21 814.5 4.5 0.0112 222.8 108.5 0.028 365 
12:31 812.0 2.0 0.00496 222.7 113.0 0.038 152 
1:01 811.0 1.0 0.00248 222.4 113.5 0.038 
1:45 810.0 
TRAY TARE WEIGHT 407.5 GM. DRY MATERIAL 402.5 GY. 
CRUHB SIZE THROUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN. 
STEAM PRESSURE 56 LB. psi. 




DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. T 11 (Cont'd) 
MOIST1.ffiE SLOPE 
CONTENT of 
LB. WATER CURVE 
















































TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
conVERSION FACTOR 0.56 











































TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ.IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.715 




























TR.t\Y AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
COFVERSION FACTOR 1.218 





























TRlt Y AREA 48. 1 SQ. H' • 
CmrV.e;RSION FACTOR 1.80 
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AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH C RIBm 
RUN NO. T 15 
TIME TOTAL WATER LB. WATER TEMPERATURE HUllIDITY AIR 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LB • V'lA T]:3 PER L3 VELOCITY 
GM. GM. MATERIAL INLET INLET DRY AIR FT. PER 
DRY BULB WET BULB MIN. 
~:35 1015.5 178.4 0414 219.0 119.9 0.055 185 
3:40 927.2 90.1 0.210 220.0 120.5 0.055 161 
3:45 875.1 38.0 0.0886 174 
3:55 824.7 5.6 0.0131 220.5 121.4 0.059 
4:10 837.1 221.0 122.0 0.061 235 
4:35 837.1 221.0 120 
TRAY TARE WEIGHT 408.0 G M. DRY MATERIAL 429.1 GM. STEAM PRESSURE 56 LB. psi. 
CRUUB SI~E THROUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN. CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN NO. T 16 
2:06 933.0 141.0 0.367 
1:11 871.7 79.7 0.208 138.2 78.0 0.008 190 
2:16 841.7 4~~7 0.129 140.0 79.7 0.008 190 
2:26 818.1 26.1 0.068 141.6 80.2 0.008 180 
2:36 808.9 16.0 0.0417 143.6 80.9 0.009 180 
2:51 801.1 9.1 0.0237 143.6 80.6 0.009 180 
3;06 794.4 2.0 0.00521 141.6 78.8 0.007 175 
3:21 792.0 0.0 
TRf-lY TARE VmIGHT 408.0 GM. DRY MATERIAL 384.0 m.~. STEA~\~ PRESSURE 18 LB. psi. 





DRYING RATE DATA 




























































TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN 
CO;'.~VERSION FACTOR 1.826 



































TRAY AREA 48.1 S~. IH. 










AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 17 
TOTAL WATER LB. WATER TETU'ERAT URE 
WEIGHT PRESENT PER LB. DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
GM. GM. MATERIAL INLET INIET 
DRY BULB WET BULB 
935.9 132.6 0.336 158.0 84.2 
874.6 70.3 0.180 149.0 82.4 
845.3 40.0 0.0116 
826.8 23.5 0.0595 152.0 83.3 
815.8 .~ 12.5 0.0317 154.0 83.5 
809.9 6.6 0.167 154.0 83.7 
803.3 156.0 84.2 
TRAY TARE \lV'EIGHT 408.0 GT'''. DRY MATERIAL 395.3 Gllf. 
HUMIDITY AIR 
LB. WarrER P}t~ LB VELOCITY 










CRmm SILtE THROUGH 0.371 IN ON. 0.185 IN. CRUMB DEPTH 2.0 IN. 
RUN }JO. T 18 
11:40 920.4 154.9 0.427 370 
11:45 81'7.5 52.0 0.144 385 
11:50 786.9. 21.4 0.0593 176.0 102.2 0.028 380 
12:00 7'72.2 6.7 0.0185 176.0 102.:d 0.028 350 
12:10 767.9 2.4 0.00665 177.8 102.2 0.027 370 
12:20 766.6 1.1 0.00304 176.9 102.2 0.027 330 
DRY 765.5 
TRAY TARE WEIGHT 405.5 GM. DRY 1:!ATERIAL 360.5 GM. STEAM PRE~0'URE 49 LB. psi. 




DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. T 17 (Cont'd) 
MOISrpURE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CO~:TBNT OF 
LB. WATER CURVE LB.WATER 
BER LB. DRY PER SQ. FT 




0.325 3.'70 6.30 
0.300 3.60 6.12 
0.275 3.50 5.95 
0.250 3.40 5.78 
0.225 2.90 4.93 
0.200 2.60 4.42 
0.175 2.10 3.58 
0.150 1.64 2.'18 
0.125 1.25 2.12 
0.100 0.80 1.36 
0.075 0.42 0.714 
0.850 0.29 0.493 
0.025 0.12 0.204 
TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.7000 
RUN NO. T 18 (Cont'd) 
SLOPE DRvING RATE 
OF 
CURVE LB. WATER 


















TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
























AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUNfJ3 
RUN NO. T 19 
WATER LB.WATER TEn~ERATURE HUMIDITY 
PRESENT PEH LB. DRY DEGREES FAIiRENHEIIJ:' LB. WA'l'ER PEB 
GM. MAT:&:HIAL INIET INLET DRY AIH 
DRY BULB WET BULB 
288.0 0.401 
247.0 0.34~ 
203.0 0.283 179.6 102.0 0.027 
167.0 0.232 181.4 104.0 0.030 
96.0 0.133 182.3 105.0 0.032 
44.0 0.0613 183.2 105.8 0.035 
10.0 0.0139 181.0 104.0 0.030 
2.0 0.00278 180.5 105.0 0.032 














TRAY TARE WEIGErT 452.5 G1J. DRY J,1ATEHIA.L 718.0 GY. STEAM PRESSURE 58. LB. psi. 















































TRAY AREA 48.1 SQ. IN. 
CONVERSION FACTOR 3.050 
DRYING RATE 
LB.WATER 


















TIME TOTAL WATER 
MIN. WEIGHT PRESENT 
GM. GM. 
0 944.3 144.3 
5 861.9 61.9 
10 845.2 45.2 
15 
20 828.7 28.7 
25 
30 824.4 24.4 
45 809.6 9.6 
60 805.2 ·0.;;:2 
80 802.5 2.5 
TRAY TARE ~VEIGHT 
DRY :tLA..TERIAL 
TRAY AREA 
AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 20 
LB.WATER TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY CRljMB AIR 
PER L3.DRY DEGREES FAHRENHEIT LB.WATER PER LB. DEPTH VELOCITY 
1'11A. TERIAL HTLET INLET DRY AIR IN. FT.PER 
DRY 3ULB Vv'ET BULB MIN. 
0.376 152.6 2.0 350 
0.161 162.5 93.2 0.018 1.76 350 
0.1173 161.4 92.3 0.01'7 1.67 330 
1.66 
0.0746 163.7 92.7 0.017 1.61 310 
1.57 
0.0635 163.4 93.2 0.018 1.55 310 
0.0250 166.1 94.1 0.018 1.51 360 
0.0135 165.2 93.6 0.018 1.50 320 
0.0065 164.3 94.1 0.018 1i49 
415.8 GM. STEAM PRESSURE 20 LB. psi. 
384.2 GM. CRUT,~B SI2E THROUGH 0.381 IN. ON 0.185 IN 




DRYING RATE DATA 
RUN NO. T 20 
(Cont'd) 
MOI::>TURE SLOPE DRYING RATE 
CONTl!;NT OF LB. WATER 
LB. WATER CURVE PER SQ..FT 















































TRAY ARM 48;1 sQ. IN • 
CONVERSION FACTOR 1.634 
SHRINKAGE RATE DATA 
RUN NO. T 20 (Cont'd) 
CRUMB SLOPE SHRINKAGE 
DEPTH OF RATE 





























SCALE FACTOR 1.2 
293 
AIR DRYING DATA 
AIR THROUGH CRUMB 
RUN NO. T 21 
TIME TEMPERATURE- DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
MIN. TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM AIR AIR 
OF OF OF DRY' WET 
LAYER LAYER LAYER BULB BULB 
0 65.0 20.0 20.0 83.0 
5 76.0 74.0 72.0 36.0 
10 77.0 75.0 72.5 83.0 36.0 
15 77.0 75.5 73.0 83.3 36.0 
20 77.0 76.0 76.0 83.5 36.0 
25 77.5 76.5 76.5 84.0 36.5 
30 78.0 77.0 76.5 84.0 36.5 
35 77.0 76.5 76.0 83.8 36.2 
40 77.0 77.0 77.0 83.0 36.0 
45 77.5 77 .• 5 77.0 83.0 36.0 
50 78.0 77.5 77.0 83.3 36.0 
60 79.0 78.0 78.0 83.5 36.0 
75 80.0 79.0 79.0 84.0 
100 80.0 80.0 80.0 84.5 
STEAM PRESSURE 55 LB. psi. CRUT!lB SIZE 



















THROUGH 0.371 IN. 
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